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Section 1
American History
and Politics

American Revolution and Early Republic

Early Republic

Court Document from the Law Practice of Alexander Hamilton (1798)
Signature Belonging To: Hamilton, Alexander [Secretarial Hand], October 28, 1798
Handwritten legal document, bearing the stamp of the Supreme Court of the State of New
York. Text appears to be in a secretary's hand, likewise the signature on recto ("Hamilton,
Atty"). Appears to be a subpoena relating to a marine insurance case. Hamilton represented
the defendants Richard Alsop and Samuel Wyllys Pomeroy in this suit brought by Robert
Murray, James Murray and George Murray. Light age-toning overall, folded twice (once
horizontally, once vertically), with some light soiling to right edge and very minor wear to
court seal. Background: The Murrays were prominent shippers in New York, and this was one
of several cases ultimately consolidated by the New York Supreme Court over an unspecified
matter. The defendant Richard Alsop was a writer and member of the 'Hartford Wits', and
Pomeroy was his brother-in-law. Other relevant documents to this case can be found in"The
Law Practice of Alexander Hamilton: Documents and Commentary", Vol. 2 at pp. 124 and 125.
Additionally, this document was witnessed by Robert Yates, then-Chief Justice of New York an Anti-Federalist whose private records of the Constitutional Convention were released
posthumously as "Secret Proceedings and Debates of the Convention" in 1839. After Yates'
retirement in 1798, James Kent oversaw this case. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions:
8.5" x 5"
WC001
$5,000
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Aaron Burr: Signed Cashier Check, Framed with Print Portrait
Signature Belonging To: Burr, Aaron, August 12, 1800
A cashier's check, signed by future US Vice-President Aaron Burr, framed and matted with a
print portrait of the same. Check is dated August 12, 1800, and made out for $25 to be paid to
John Mills. Signed"A. Burr"at bottom of check. Bears "cross"-shaped puncture stamp, and
prominent institutional ink mark indicating fulfillment of payment.
Includes black and white print portrait of Burr, measuring 4.75" x 6.75". Both items placed in
wooden frame, measuring 1"w x .5"d. Frame painted black, with gold lacquer. Frame shows
significant wear and several chips overall. Matted with brown board and gold trim. Labels
pasted to glass at bottom of frame, white-type on black plastic. Condition: Good Plus;
Dimensions: 6.5" x 2.5"; In-Frame Dimensions: 13" x 17.25"
WC003
$1,000

Aaron Burr: Autograph Letter, Signed (1822)
Signature Belonging To: Burr, Aaron, September 25, 1822
Addressed To: Bradstreet, Martha
A two-page autograph letter (on one sheet of 9.75" x 7.75" unruled paper), in ink, in Burr's
hand. Burr, recently back in the United States after his nearly decade-long exile in England,
had returned to his law practice. The recipient of this letter, Martha Bradstreet, was one of his
clients. Bradstreet (1780-1871) was the granddaughter of General John Bradstreet, a veteran of
the French and Indian War. In this letter, Burr makes mention of the Eden family and several
other legal proceedings in which he was at this time involved. Light age-toning overall, with
several minor instances of faint soiling. Folded for mailing. Condition: Very Good Minus;
Dimensions: 9.75" x 7.75"
WC004
$2,250
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Reports of Cases Adjudged in the Court of King's Bench [Vol. III Only] [Signed by
William Paterson]
An 18th-century law book signed by William Paterson, who served as an Associate Supreme
Court Justice, Governor of New Jersey, and as a delegate to the 1787 Constitutional
Convention in Philadelphia.
Title: Reports of Cases Adjudged in the Court of King's Bench [Vol. III Only]; Salkeld,
William; London : R. Gosling and T. Ward, 1724; Quarto, [10], 400 pages, 37 pages; G; Full
contemporary calf with banded spine, morocco spine label and gilt lettering; Boards have
significant wear to bottom corners and edges, moderate wear to all other edges, cracking to
leather along joints, and light plus shelfwear overall; Binding is shaken but all pages are bound
and intact; Textblock has moderate age-toning and light soiling to edges, very light age-toning
to pages interiorly, two instances of ink emendations (one to front pastedown and one to verso
of ffep, presumably in Paterson's hand), a bookplate with name scratched out on front
pastedown; Paterson's signature appears in ink on the title page; Signature undated.
WC005
$1,000
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

William Cobbett: ANS and Pamphlet Collection
An envelope signed by radical pamphleteer and, later, Member of Parliament, William
Cobbett. Cobbett fled England in the 1790s, and settled in Philadelphia where he became
engaged in American politics as a printer and pamphleteer. He later returned to England,
gained a seat in Parliament, and was influential in the passage of the Reform Act of 1832. Also
included are three pamphlets he wrote under his nom-de-plume"Peter Porcupine".
ANS: Front of envelope, excised and pasted to brown paper backing. Text: "London, January
nineteen, 1833. / Mr. Tipper, / Derby. / Wm. Cobbett." Bears British postage stamp. Mr.
Tipper appears to have lent Cobbett money just prior to his second American sojourn in 1816,
but his identity is otherwise unclear. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 4.5" x 2.75".
Pamphlets:
Title: The Bloody Buoy, Thrown out as a Warning to the Political Pilots of all Nations; Peter
Porcupine; [Cobbet, William]; London : [William Cobbett], 1797; Third Edition [London
Reprint]. 12mo., xi, 259 pages; G; Disbound book; Moderate age-toning to textblock edges,
light age-toning throughout interiorly.
Title: The Scare Crow: Being an Infamous Letter, sent to Mr. John Oldden, Threatening
Destruction to His House, and Violence to the Person of His Tenant; Peter Porcupine;
[Cobbet, William]; Philadelphia : William Cobbet, 1796; First Edition. Octavo, 23 pages; VG-;
Disbound pamphlet; Light plus age-toning overall, a crease to bottom corner of front page, and
light wear to edges.
Title: Porcupine's Political Censor, For November 1796; Containing Observations on the
Insolent and Seditious Notes Communicated to the People of the United States by the Late
French Minister Adet; Peter Porcupine; [Cobbet, William]; Philadelphia : William Cobbet,
1796; First Edition. 12mo., 78 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Significant foxing to the title
pages, some light wear to edges of front and back pages, and moderate plus age-toning to
edges of textblock.
WC006
$1,000
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Waller Taylor, Chancellor of Indiana Territory: ANS (1807)
Signature Belonging To: Taylor, Waller, June 9, 1807
Autograph note signed by Waller Taylor and made out to the cashier of the Bank of the United
States directing that his salary be paid directly to a merchant named William Bullitt. Taylor
became Chancellor of the Indiana Territory in 1807, and was later one of the first two senators
from Indiana (1816 - 1825).
One page on one sheet of paper. Light wear to left and bottom edges and faint creasing from
folding. The verso bears the endorsement of Bullitt and several others. Condition: Good Plus;
Dimensions: 8" x 5.25".
WC007
$8,000

An Inquiry into the Causes and Consequences of the Orders in Council...
[Signed by Richard Dale]
Baring, Alexander; New York: [N.p.], 1808; First American Edition. Octavo, 104 pages; VG-;
Pamphlet, bound in 1/2 cloth and marbled boards, with blue paper spine label and gilt
lettering; Boards show very minor wear to head/tail of spine and corners; Textblock has light
plus age-toning to speckled edges, light age-toning throughout interiorly, and some very light
soiling and a small closed tear to the bottom edge of the title page; Signature of Richard Dale
appears on the title page ("Ri.d Dale"); Background: Dale was an American Naval Officer who
served during the Revolutionary War, and during the First Barbary War under Jefferson. He
acted as first Lieutenant under John Paul Jones at the battle of Flamborough Head, and was
later one of the original six commodores of the US Navy.
WC008
$700
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Nineteenth Century

Catalogue of the Valuable Private Library of the Late Hon. Rufus Choate; The
Lawyer: His Character and Rule of Holy Life, After the Manner of George
Herbert's Country Parson [Two Books] [Signed by Rufus Choate]
A lot of two items, including a book belonging to orator and Congressman Rufus Choate (with
excised signature pasted to front pastedown), and a catalogue from the sale of Choate's library
at his death. The signed book,"The Lawyer"by O'Brien, appears in the catalogue as Lot 1777 on
page 107, which sold to Isaac H. Taylor for $150.
Title: Catalogue of the Valuable Private Library of the Late Hon. Rufus Choate.; Boston :
[N.p.]; 1859; Octavo, [4], 158 pages, [2]; G; Side-sewn booklet in original light brown
wrappers; Covers show moderate plus wear to cocked spine, light plus wear to fore-edges, and
light plus soiling overall; Textblock has moderate age-toning and light wear to edges, and light
age-toning overall; The sale price of each item has been noted in pencil.
Title: The Lawyer: His Character and Rule of Holy Life, After the Manner of George
Herbert's Country Parson; O'Brien, Edward; London : William Pickering, 1842; 12mo., xx, [2],
pp. [9] - 284, [4]; Poor; Brown cloth boards, with paper label to spine and black lettering;
Front board is detached, and cloth on spine, while attached to joint along back board, is
detached from spine with two tears; Textblock has moderate age-toning and light shelf-wear to
edges, with light age-toning to pages interiorly; Choate's signature appears on the front
pastedown, excised from a letter ("I am truly your's [sic] / Rufus Choate") and pasted to front
pastedown; Four ink inscriptions appear on the ffep, indicating the history of ownership, with
all four signatures (dates ranging between the 1850s and 1920s) belonging to individuals who
appear to have practiced law in Illinois or Chicago; The first signature belongs to Isaac H.
Taylor, who writes that he purchased the book from the "Rufus Choate / Library Sale 1859”
WC009
$300
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Jeremiah Sullivan Black: Autograph Letter from Cornelius Vanderbilt
Signature Belonging To: Vanderbilt, Cornelius, November 20th, 1878
Addressed To: Black, Jeremiah Sullivan
ALS, 3 pages (one 10” x 8" ruled page, folded once); VG; An autograph letter, dated November
20th, 1878, from Cornelius J. Vanderbilt (son and heir of the famous railroad magnate) to
Jeremiah Sullivan Black (judge and former Secretary of State under James Buchanan).
Vanderbilt here praises Black as the"preeminent statesman"of the day, and implores his
assistance in an upcoming trial—presumably related to the contentious circumstances
surrounding his father's last will and testament. Light age-toning overall, with some wear to
main vertical folded edge where previously bound to larger collection of correspondence.
Folded twice horizontally for mailing. Condition: Very Good; Dimensions: 5" x 8"
WC010
$600

John Sergeant: Three Autograph Letters, Signed
Signature Belonging To: Sergeant, John, 1845 - 1846
Addressed To: Brooke, C. W.
Three autograph letters signed by Sergeant in ink on paper; contains discussion of legal cases;
VG; dated 1845-1846; mild creasing and age-toning; protected in a mylar sleeve; one letter
with spot from sealing. Background: John Sergeant (1779-1852) was an American politician
who represented Pennsylvania in the United States House of Representatives. He was the
National Republican Party's vice presidential nominee in the 1832 presidential election,
serving on a ticket with Senator Henry Clay. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 7.5" x
5"; 6" x 6.5"; 8" x 10.5"
WC011
$750
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Daniel Webster: Clip Signature
Signature Belonging To: Webster, Daniel, December 21, 1850
Ink signature, reading: "D. Webster / 21 Decr 1850. On plain white paper measuring 7" x
8.75", appended to light card stock (measuring 9.25" x 7.75") cut to expose signature. Two
closed tears to card stock (not impacting signature) light age-toning and soiling overall, and
some mild chipping to corners of card stock. Condition: Good; Dimensions: 7" x 8.75".
WC012
$400

Elements of Medical Jurisprudence [Two Volumes] [Signed by Thaddeus
Stevens]
Title: Elements of Medical Jurisprudence [Two Volumes]; Beck, Theodric Romeyn; Beck,
John B.; Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait, & Co., 1838; Octavos, two volumes; G; Full
contemporary calf; Moderate plus wear overall, with cracking to leather along joints on volume
I, and significant chipping to spine on volume II; Front board of volume 2 detached;
Textblocks have moderate age-toning to edges, moderate and uneven age-toning to pages
interiorly throughout, and light foxing interiorly; Signature of Thaddeus Stevens appears on
front pastedown of volume two; Ink signature of John L. Thompson appears on the titlepage of
each volume; Background: Thaddeus Stevens, recently elected to the US Congress, led the
defence for the 41 individuals charged with treason for violating the Fugitive Slave Law in the
1851"Christiana Riots". The other signature appears to belong to John L. Thompson, thenDistrict Attorney of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, who participated in the prosecution. All
men were ultimately acquitted, and the event served as a precedent for John Brown's Raid at
Harper's Ferry eight years later.
WC013
$500
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Millard Fillmore: Signed Government Circular
Date of Signature: March 27, 1864.
Title: Circular; Gardiner, W. H.; Boston : [N.p], 1864; Small Quarto, 19 pages; G+; Booklet in
original brown wrappers, housed in chemise case with quarter-leather and marbled boards;
Case shows light wear to head/tail of spine and light wear to corners; Covers of booklet have
moderate chipping to corners and tail of spine, light chipping to fore-edges, a one-inch closed
tear to bottom edge of front cover, a three-inch tear to wrappers along spine, and light plus
soiling overall; A light plus vertical crease is visible on covers and on all pages at midsection;
Textblock has light plus age-toning overall, with some light plus soiling to page one; President
Millard Fillmore's signature appears in ink on the front cover: "Millard Fillmore / March 17,
1864". Dimensions: 8.5" x 9.75"
WC014
$2,000
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Henry Clay

Henry Clay: Autograph Letter, Double Autographed
Signature Belonging To: Clay, Henry, April 7, 1838
Addressed To: Harris, John
One page autograph letter, in Henry Clay's hand. Written in response to non-extant letter
from John Harris, who appears to have withdrawn his support for Andrew Jackson's
presidency. Clay writes at length about the need to "return to principles" and the virtues of a
restrained executive branch. Signed "H. Clay" at signature line, and "H. Clay" on address leaf.
With franked integral address leaf. Light plus age-toning and several instances of moderate
foxing; Multiple closed tears along fold-lines repaired with adhesive on verso (see
photographs), and some very light chipping to edges. Condition: Good Minus; Dimensions:
7.5" x 9.75"
WC015
$4,000

Henry Clay: Autograph Letter, Signed (1831)
Signature Belonging To: Clay, Henry, September 17, 1831
Addressed To: Beatty, Adam
A two-page autograph letter, in Clay's hand, addressed to a prominent supporter in Kentucky.
Clay was, at this time, running for Senate—and was a year away from making a third run for
the Presidency. This letter is largely concerned with contemporary political analysis (levels of
support for Jackson, Clay's electoral prospects, etc). Makes mention of Clay ally John
Crittenden. Signed "H. Clay" on signature line.
Beatty (1777 - 1858), like Clay, was born in Virginia before moving to Kentucky. He served as a
circuit court judge and in the state legislature. He later became a prominent member of Clay's
Whig Party.
Two autograph pages, with integral address leaf. Light plus age-toning overall, folded for
mailing. Some light creasing to address leaf. Condition: Very Good Plus; Dimensions: 8" x 10”
WC016
$5,000
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

A Digest of the Cases Decided and Reported in the Court of Errors and Appeals
and the Superior Court of Chancery of the State of Mississippi From 1818 to 1847
[Signed by Henry Clay]
Title: A Digest of the Cases Decided and Reported in the Court of Errors and Appeals and the
Superior Court of Chancery of the State of Mississippi From 1818 to 1847; Smedes, W. C.;
Boston : Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1847; Octavo, [4], xxxvi, 441 pages, [7]; G; Full
contemporary calf, with morocco spine label and gilt lettering; Boards have moderate wear
overall (especially to corners and head/tail of spine), minor chipping to spine label, and front
board is loose but still attached to binding; Textblock has light age-toning and several
instances of faint soiling to edges, and moderate foxing to pages interiorly (especially free-end
pages). Henry Clay's signature appears in ink on the front pastedown: "Henry Clay.”
WC017
$500

Phreno-Mnemotechny; or, The Art of Memory [Signed by Henry Clay]
Date of Signature: 1849.
Title: Phreno-Mnemotechny; or, The Art of Memory; Fauvel-Gouraud, Francis; New York :
Wiley and Putnam, 1845; Octavo, [8], 564 pages, iii - vi, 565 - 566 pages; G+; Rebacked with
quarter-brown leather, and later brown cloth applied to original boards; Boards show light
bumping to corners, some fading to cloth near bottom edges, some light wear to head/tail of
spine, and minor soiling to spine from label adhesive; Textblock has light plus age-toning and
foxing to edges, moderate foxing and light age-toning to pages interiorly, and tears to front
pastedown paper along hinges; Signed "H. Clay, Ashland. 1849" on both front pastedown and
ffep.
WC018
$1,250
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Henry Clay: Signed Legal Document (1801)
Signature Belonging To: Clay, Henry, 1801
A one page autograph legal document, in Clay 's hand. A plea entered to the Woodford County
Court in a civil matter. Clay had opened his legal practice in 1799 and was, at this time, still
two years from entering politics. Signed "H. Clay esq." at signature line. Uneven moderate
age-toning overall, with light wear to edges. Folded for mailing. Verso states the name of the
case ("Long v. Craig") and pertinent dates to its filing history. Condition: Good Plus;
Dimensions: 6.5" x 8"
WC019
$1,250

Henry Clay: Early Legal Document (1803)
A one page autograph court motion, apparently in Henry Clay's hand. The motion is ordering
the plaintiff to pay Clay's attorney fees for his representation of the defendant in the case: "On
consideration where of the court doth adjudge, order and decree upon the plts. giving Henry
Clay as Security to perform such future order and decree..." Light age-toning overall, light
soiling to verso, and some minor wear/tears along folding lines. Condition: Good;
Dimensions: 7.75" x 12.75"
WC020
$850
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Henry Clay: ALS Refusing Nomination as an Independent Whig for President
(1848)
Signature Belonging To: Clay, Henry, September 19, 1848
Addressed To: Van Orden, Jacob
A one page, autograph letter from Henry Clay, refusing the nomination to run as an
Independent Whig in 1848. Clay had lost the Whig Party nomination for President in June of
1848 to Mexican-American War hero Zachary Taylor, but many of his supporters implored
him to run as an independent. Jacob Van Orden was a New York delegate to the Whig
Convention in Philadelphia, and was part of the effort to draft Clay to run. Clay writes to Van
Orden, in part: "... I embrace the occasion to express my great and grateful obligations to
yourself, and your associates of the New York delegation for the faithful and zealous support of
my nomination for the Presidency, which was given by you and them... The Presidential
election is already greatly complicated. The introduction of my name into the Canvass, at this
time, would be attended with no public good whatever. If it had any effect, it would be to
increase the existing danger of devolving on the H. of Representatives the choice of a Chief
Magistrate, and that is an event which all ought to unite in deprecating." Signed in ink at
signature line: "Your friend & obt serv / H. Clay”
On one sheet of unruled paper (7.25" x 9.5"). Light age-toning overall, with two small closed
tears along horizontal folding lines. Folded for mailing. In protective mylar cover. Housed in
chemise case, bound in quarter-green leather and marbled boards, with gilt lettering on spine
and blue cloth interior. In very good condition. Condition: Very Good Plus; Dimensions: 9" x
11.5"
WC021
$7,500
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Twentieth Century

Alton Parker: 1904 Presidential Candidate, Typed Letter Signed
Signature Belonging To: Parker, Alton B., March 9, 1923
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
A one page typed letter, signed by Alton B. Parker, 1904 Democratic Candidate for President.
Parker writes to Dr. Watkins about his views on taxation: "Until the people become taxpayers
in some form, they seem to have very little interest in the rapidly mounting burdens of
government, whether local, state or national." Signed in ink at signature line: "Alton B.
Parker".
One page letter on one sheet of copy paper bearing the letterhead of Parker's law firm,"Parker,
Marshall, Miller & Auchincloss". Some light wear to edges (moderate wear to top edge), with
residual printed material at the top and left edges, and light age-toning overall. Folded for
mailing. Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 8" x 11"
WC022
$150

The Time for Decision [Signed by Sumner Welles]
Date of Signature: July 29, 1944.
Title: The Time for Decision; Welles, Sumner; New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1944;
Octavo, x, 431 pages, [9]; VG-/VG-; Dustjacket has light plus wear to head of spine and foreedges, light wear overall, and minor age-toning to back cover and white lettering; Price
unclipped; Boards have light bumping to corners and head/tail of spine, and light wear to top
edges; Textblock has light age-toning to deckled edges; Ink inscription to ffep: "For / The
Honorable Theodore R. McKeldin / Mayor of Baltimore / with my high regard / Sumner
Welles / July 29, 1944."; Bookplate of (later) Governor of Maryland Theodore R. McKeldin on
front pastedown. Background: Sumner Welles served as Under Secretary of State from 1937
until 1943, and acted as the main architect of FDR's international policies during that time
(which led to a seriously contentious relationship with Secretary of State, Caleb Hull). He was
the key thinker behind the United States' "Good Neighbor Policy" in Latin America, and was
highly influential in both laying the foundation of the United Nations and building support for
the creation of the state of Israel.
WC023
$1,000
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Hubert Humphrey: Typed Civil Rights Speech, Signed
Signature Belonging To: Humphrey, Hubert, [1964 - 1966?]
An eleven page typed speech, entitled "Civil Rights and Poverty", which appears to have been
delivered by then-Vice President Hubert Humphrey sometime between 1964 and 1966. The
speech focuses on creating economic opportunities for Native Americans, with several
references to the recent passage of the Civil Rights Act. Signed "Hubert Humphrey" in black
marker at the bottom of page 11.
Eleven typewritten pages, single-sided, on eleven sheets of 8.5" x 11"copy paper. Light agetoning overall. Condition: Very Good.
WC024
$3,000

Hubert Humphrey: Typed Eulogy for Lyndon Baines Johnson [Signed]
Signature Belonging To: Humphrey, Hubert. 1973
A thirteen-page typewritten speech by Hubert Humphrey, eulogizing former President Lyndon
Johnson after his death in 1973. Humphrey's signature appears in black marker beneath the
last line of text on page 13.
Thirteen typewritten pages, single-sided, on thirteen sheets of 8.5" x 11" copy paper. Light
age-toning overall. Condition: Very Good.
WC025
$2,500
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Hubert Humphrey: Typed Eulogy for Harry S. Truman [Signed]
Signature Belonging To: Humphrey, Hubert, January 1973
A four page typed speech, delivered by Hubert Humphrey to the Senate in January 1973,
eulogizing former President Harry Truman (who had died December 26, 1972). Humphrey's
signature appears in black marker on page four.
Four typed pages, single-sided, on four sheets of 8.5" x 11" copy paper. Light age-toning
overall, and two faint horizontal creases on the fourth page. Condition: Very Good.
WC026
$1,800

SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Section 2
American Jurisprudence

Autographs and Pamphlets

Nineteenth Century Supreme Court

John Marshall: Freemasonry Document, Signed
Signature Belonging To: Marshall, John, December 27, 1792
A one page autograph letter, in ink, by John Marshall, future Chief Justice of the United States
Supreme Court. The letter was written in his capacity as Deputy Grand Master of the Virginia
Masons, authorizing the admission of William Heth into the order. Text: "Given under my
Hand & / Seal this 27 day of December / being the anniversary of our / Saint John the
Evangelist / AD 1792 AL 5792 / John Marshall." Light soiling and age-toning overall, with very
light wear to top edge and corners. Folded twice for mailing, with minor creasing to verso.
Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 7.25" x 8.75"
WC027
$12,500

John Marshall: Autograph Letter, Signed
Signature Belonging To: Marshall, John, June 25, 1823
Addressed To: Marshall, Martin P.
A three-page autograph letter from Chief Justice John Marshall to his nephew, Martin. He
writes regarding several business and legal matters relating to his recently widowed sister.
The letter specifically addresses the sale of several slaves, against Marshall's wishes. Text (in
part): "I was a good deal surprised the other day at a letter from Mr. Pollard to my son stating
a very expensive & troublesome controversy which had taken place respecting the execution
levied on my sisters dower slaves which had terminated in their restoration. I am sorry to this
on several accounts."
Single sheet of 7.5" x 12.5" paper, folded once making four pages. Light plus age-toning
overall, folded several times for mailing. Light wear to edges of page 3, with tear from postage
seal (impacting two lines of text). Light soiling to verso of page 3 (address/postage).
Condition: Very Good; Dimensions: 6.5" x 7.5"
WC028
$15,000
SECONDSTORYBOOKS.COM
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Autographs and Pamphlets

Benjamin Robbins Curtis: Autograph Letter, Signed (1852)
Signature Belonging To: Curtis, Benjamin Robbins, March 18th, 1852
One page autograph letter, signed by Associate Justice of the Supreme Court Benjamin Curtis.
Text: "Sir, / I comply with the / request, contained in your / note of the 20th ultimo, for / my
autograph, & remain / your obt. serv. / B. R. Curtis". Dated March 18th, 1852.
One page, autograph, on a single 3.75" x 4.5" sheet. Light uneven age-toning overall, with
small closed tear near top-left corner (not impacting text), and some very light wear to left
edge. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 3.5" x 4.75"
WC029
$200

Benjamin Robbins Curtis: Signed Book, with ALS of Oliver Wendell Holmes
Associate Supreme Court Justice Benjamin R. Curtis' copy of the "Poems and Songs" of his
Harvard graduating class, signed, along with a letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes to Curtis'
son.
Title: Poems and Songs of the Class of 1829; [Harvard Class of 1829]; Boston : Prentiss &
Deland, 1868; Octavo, 117 pages, [5]; VG-; Green cloth spine with gilt lettering; Signature of
Associate Justice Benjamin R. Curtis appears at top of title page in ink: "B.R. Curtis"
A four-page autograph letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes to Curtis' son (also Benjamin) is
laid-in at front. Dated September 13th, 1879, it is primarily concerned with thanking the son
for compiling a two-volume collection of the elder Curtis' works (published in 1879), and
fondly reminiscing about Holmes' encounters/meetings with Curtis before his death in 1874.
Holmes and Curtis were classmates at Harvard, and maintained a lifelong friendship.
ALS (4.5" x 6.75"), 4 pages; G+; On a single sheet of 9" x 6.75" paper, unruled, folded once to
make four pages. Light age-toning overall, one instance of soiling in the top-left corner (not
impacting text). Folded for mailing.
WC030
$2,500
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Roger B. Taney: Letterbook (1831-1832)
Letterbook containing copies of letters written by Taney while US Attorney General. All are in
his secretary's hand. Contains 219 hand written pages, dating from between July 28, 1831 and
June 28, 1832. Presented to Taney by his secretary: "To the Honorable Roger B. Taney, Chief
Justice of the United States, this book is most respectfully tendered, as some evidence of
grateful recollections, with high esteem, I have the honor to be, Sir, Your friend and obt. Servt.
R. K. Watts, 1836"
Small quarto, 219 handwritten pages; G+; Quarter-leather bound with marbled boards; Boards
have moderate wear to edges and to joints of spine, with light plus chipping to head/tail of
spine, and light wear overall; Textblock has light plus age-toning overall.
WC031
$5,000

Roger B. Taney: Signed Letter to Associate Justice McLean (1859)
Signature Belonging To: Taney, Roger B., October 29th, 1859
Addressed To: McLean, John
A three-page autograph letter, from Chief Justice Roger Taney to Associate Justice John
McLean. Taney writes to discuss an unidentified case. Text (in part): "I had not receive [sic]
your letter until this morning, and had not before seen the opinion of Judge Nelson. It appears
to me however to be right, & in conformity with the intentions of the Supreme Court when the
rule was adopted. I so understood it at the time, and supposed it was so understood by the
members of the Court." Signed at the signature line: "truly yours / R. B. Taney".
Very light age-toning overall, with some light wear to bottom corners. Condition: Very Good
Minus; Dimensions: 5" x 8"
WC032
$4,000
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Roger Taney: Autograph Letter to Jeremiah Sullivan Black
Signature Belonging To: Taney, Roger, May 4th, 1859
Addressed To: Black, Jeremiah Sullivan
ALS, 4 pages (single sheet of 9" x 7" unruled paper, folded once); VG-; Letter from Roger
Taney (Chief Justice of the Supreme Court) to Jeremiah Sullivan Black, while the latter was
Attorney General under James Buchanan. Taney writes concerning a proposed federal court
house for Baltimore. Signed: "R.B. Taney". Light age-toning overall, one faint vertical crease,
and some wear to main vertical folded edge (previously with a collection of correspondence).
Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 4.5" x 7"
WC033
$2,500
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Twentieth Century Supreme Court

Mr. Justice Brandeis and the University of Louisville [Signed by Louis Brandeis]
Title: Mr. Justice Brandeis and the University of Louisville; Flexner, Bernard; Louisville:
University of Louisville, 1938; Octavo, [6], 86 pages, [2]; G+; Paper bound, with black type to
front cover; Covers have light plus age-toning and light soiling overall, with moderate wear to
yap edges, and a repaired close tear to front cover; Textblock has light wear to untrimmed
fore-edge; Signed in ink "Louis D. Brandeis" on ffep.
WC034
$1,500

Louis Brandeis: Autograph Letter Signed
Signature Belonging To: Brandeis, Louis D., September 20, 1922
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
A one-page autograph letter from Associate Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis. He
writes in response to an unstated inquiry: "Judicial office precludes my expressing an opinion
in the question you ask. / Yours truly / Louis D. Brandeis". Written on "Supreme Court of the
United States" stationery.
On one sheet of paper ( 8.75" x 6.75"), folded once to make four pages. Light plus uneven agetoning overall, some residual printed material along top edge, and two ink emendations
(presumably in the hand of recipient Watkins) identifying the signature as that of Brandeis.
Folded for mailing. Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 4.5" x 6.75"
WC035
$1,200
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Pierce Butler: Typed Letter Signed
Signature Belonging To: Butler, Pierce, January 10, 1923
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
One page letter, typed, from Associate Supreme Court Justice Pierce Butler, dated January 10,
1923. Butler writes in response to an inquiry from S.C.G. Watkins, but only to say that he is
unable to offer an opinion on any of the (unspecified) subjects on which Watkins wrote.
Written on Supreme Court stationery. Signed in ink at the signature line: "Pierce Butler”.
One sheet of paper (8" x 10.5"), moderately and somewhat unevenly age toned, with remnants
of another typed document still pasted at the top edge. Several patches of scattered light grey
marking. Two dockets identifying the signature as that of Butler. Folded for mailing.
Condition: Very Good Minus.
WC036
$300

Benjamin Cardozo: Signed Photograph
Signature Belonging To: Cardozo, Benjamin, March, 1935
Addressed To: Clark, Jane Perry
Black and white photograph of Associate Supreme Court Justice Benjamin Cardozo, framed
and matted. Photograph shows some very minor toning to bottom and side edges, and bears
imprint of "Pirie MacDonald / Photographer-Of-Men / New York" in bottom right corner.
Matting shows light plus age-toning overall. Ink inscription begins in bottom margin of
photograph and continues through matting. "To Jane Perry Clark, / Professor Government in
Barnard College, / with the high regard and great good will of / Benjamin N. Cardozo / March,
1935. "In wooden frame painted black and measuring .5" w x .5" d. Some light scuffing to
frame. Background: Jane Perry Clark was Professor of Government at Barnard College and
author of "The Rise of a New Federalism". She and Cardozo carried on a significant
correspondence during the mid-1930s. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 9.75" x
6.5"; In-Frame Dimensions: 11.5" x 15.75"
WC037
$1,500
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Oliver Wendell Holmes: Autograph Letter Signed
Signature Belonging To: Holmes, Oliver Wendell, October 12, 1922
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
A one-page autograph letter from Associate Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes.
He writes in response to an earlier letter from Watkins, declining to answer an unspecified
question in typically witty Holmesian fashion. Signed in ink at signature line: "O W Holmes"
On one sheet of unruled note paper (8" x 10), folded once to make four pages. Light agetoning overall, with several ink emendations (presumably from Watkins) identifying the
signature as belonging to Holmes, several faint pinholes, and some residual printed material at
the bottom-right corner. Folded for mailing. Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 5" x 8"
WC038
$850

Charles Evan Hughes: Signed Photograph
Signature Belonging To: Hughes, Charles Evan
Signed photograph of Supreme Court Chief Justice Charles Evan Hughes. Signed in ink:
"Sincerely Yours, / Charles E. Hughes" in bottom margin. Photograph bears imprint of
"Underwood & Underwood" of New York, and has light age-toning overall. In wood frame
(1"w. x 1"d.), painted silver and grey. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 9.5" x 13";
In-Frame Dimensions: 16.5" x 17.5"
WC039
$750
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Charles Evan Hughes: Typed Letter Signed
Signature Belonging To: Hughes, Charles Evan, October 4, 1930
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
A one-page letter, typed, from Charles Evan Hughes to Dr. S. C. G. Watkins. Written only a few
months after his confirmation as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Hughes offers to meet a
friend of Watkins' seeking career advice. Signed in ink at the signature line: "Charles E.
Hughes, Jr"
One page letter on one sheet of unruled copy paper, bearing the letterhead of Hughes' law firm
"Hughes, Schurman & Dwight". Light uneven age-toning overall, and some residual printed
material along left and right edges. Folded for mailing. Condition: Good Plus;
Dimensions: 8.25” x 10.5”
WC040
$300

James Clark McReynolds: Autograph Letter Signed
Signature Belonging To: McReynolds, James Clark, July 13, 1924
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
A three-page autograph letter from Associate Supreme Court Justice James Clark McReynolds
to S.C.G. Watkins. In the letter, McReynolds responds to a question from Watkins regarding
the Supreme Court's perspective on the formation of a World Court and comments on U.S.
influence globally. Signed "J.C. McReynolds." Also included is a typed transcription of the
letter on onion skin, (measuring 5.25" x 8.5").
One sheet of paper, (12.5" x 7.25"), folded once to create four pages. Moderately and, on the
first page only, unevenly age-toned with staple holes impacting the third and fourth pages.
Small indentation above the salutation. Folded for mailing. Condition: Very Good Minus;
Dimensions: 6.25" x 7.25"
WC041
$450
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Owen J. Roberts: Typed Letter Signed, Expressing Thanks for Congratulations
Upon Confirmation
Signature Belonging To: Roberts, Owen J., July 14, 1930
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
One page letter, typed, from Associate Supreme Court Justice Owen J. Roberts. Dated July 14,
1930, Robert's appears to be replying to a letter of congratulations on his confirmation to the
Supreme Court (which occurred in June of 1930). On "Supreme Court of the United States"
stationery. Signed in ink at signature line: "Owen J. Roberts".
On one sheet of paper (8" x 10.5"), light uneven age-toning overall, with residual printed
material along the top, left and right edges, and light creasing / chipping along the right edge.
Folded for mailing. Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 8" x 10.5"
WC042
$250

Edward Terry Sanford: Typed Letter Signed
Signature Belonging To: Sanford, Edward Terry, March 21, 1923
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
One page letter, typed, from Associate Supreme Court Justice Edward Terry Sanford. He
writes to Dr. S.C.G. Watkins [mistyped as Dr. S.C.C. Watkins] that he is unable to express an
opinion in response to Watkins's inquiry regarding "the desirability of reciprocity with
Canada." Written on Supreme Court stationery and signed in ink "Edward T. Sanford" at the
signature line.
One sheet of paper (8.5" x 11"), slightly age-toned with heavier age-toning at upper edge and
moderate discoloration at lower crease. Several staple holes. A label reading "court justice"
pasted to upper left corner, and the remains of another label at right edge. Folded for mailing.
Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 8.5" x 11"
WC043
$450
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Harlan F. Stone: Typed Letter Signed, Upon Nomination to Supreme Court (1925)
Signature Belonging To: Stone, Harlan F., February 3, 1925
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
A one page letter, typed, on paper bearing the letterhead of the US Attorney General's office.
Dated February 3, 1925. Soon-to-be Associate Supreme Court Justice Harlan Stone writes to
Watkins thanking him for his letter of congratulations sent on January 28th, presumably after
Stone appeared before the Senate Judiciary Committee during his confirmation process.
Signed at signature line, in ink, "Harlan F Stone".
One page letter, on a single sheet of 9" x 14"paper, folded once to make four pages.
Blindstamp of "Department of Justice" near top-left corner. Some pinhole punctures along left
and top edges, light uneven age-toning overall, some light creasing to top-right corner, and
some residual printed material at bottom right corner. Folded for mailing. Condition: Good
Plus; Dimensions: 7" x 8.75"
WC044
$350

Harlan F. Stone: Typed Letter Signed
Signature Belonging To: Stone, Harlan F., June 8, 1925
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
One page letter, typed, from then-Associate Supreme Court Justice (later Chief Justice) Harlan
F. Stone. Dated June 8, 1925, the letter thanks one S.C.G. Watkins for providing an etching, for
which Stone sends payment. Stone also states that he is returning a second print to Watkins.
Written on Supreme Court stationery. Signed in ink at signature line: "Harlan F. Stone."
One sheet of paper (8" x 10.5"), moderately age-toned with slightly heavier discoloration at
edges with grey smudging in several areas (not obscuring any text). Two open tears to top edge
(approx. 1.25" x 0.5" and 1" x 3" at widest points), not impacting text. Folded for mailing.
Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 8" x 10.5".
WC045
$300
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Harlan F. Stone: Typed Letter Signed, as Attorney General (1924)
Signature Belonging To: Stone, Harlan F., May 24, 1924
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
A one page letter, typed, on paper bearing the letterhead of the Attorney General's office.
Dated May 24, 1924. Then-Attorney General Harlan Stone writes to Watkins briefly on the
subject of US participation in a World Court, and defers to the position of the Coolidge
Administration. Signed at signature line, in ink, "Harlan F Stone".
One page letter, on a single sheet 9" x 14" paper, folded once to make four pages. Blindstamp
of "Department of Justice" near top-left corner. Some pinhole punctures in the top-right
quadrant (not impacting text), light uneven age-toning overall, and top-right corner excised.
Folded for mailing. Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 7" x 9"
WC046
$250

Harlan F. Stone: Typed Letter Signed, Discussing World Court (1923)
Signature Belonging To: Stone, Harlan F., October 25, 1923
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
A one-page letter, typed, on copy paper bearing the letterhead of the law firm Sullivan &
Cromwell. Stone writes to Dr. S. C. G. Watkins in response to a letter requesting his
perspective on US participation in a World Court. Background: Stone had left Columbia Law
School at the beginning of 1923 and joined the Law Firm of Sullivan & Cromwell, where he
remained for little more than a year before becoming Attorney General of the United States.
Signed in ink at signature line: "Harlan F Stone".
One page letter on one sheet of paper (8.25" x 10.75"), with light uneven age toning, some
curling along left edge, some residual printed material at top-right corner, and folded for
mailing. Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 8.25" x 10.75"
WC047
$500
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George Sutherland: Typed Letter Signed, Thanks on Congratulations to Supreme
Court Appointment
Signature Belonging To: Sutherland, George, October 6, 1922
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
One page letter, typed, from Associate Supreme Court Justice George Sutherland. Eventually
to be numbered among the infamous "Four Horsemen", Sutherland writes to thank Watkins
for his words of congratulations following his recent confirmation and appointment to the
Supreme Court (on October 2, 1922). On "Supreme Court of the United States" stationery, and
signed in ink at the signature line: "Geo. Sutherland".
On one sheet of stationery (7.75" x 11.5"), folded once to make four pages. Light plus uneven
age-toning overall, with some minor soiling, and an ink emendation along left edge
(presumably in Watkins' hand) identifying the signer of the letter. Folded for mailing.
Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 5.75" x 7.75"
WC048
$300
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Joseph Story

Reports of Cases Adjudged in the Court of King's Bench, During the Reigns of
Charles the Second, James the Second, and William the Third [Two Volumes]
[Signed by Joseph Story]
An 18th-century law book in two volumes, each volume signed by former Associate Supreme
Court Justice and constitutional scholar Joseph Story. Housed in an attractive clamshell case.
Title: Reports of Cases Adjudged in the Court of King's Bench, During the Reigns of Charles
the Second, James the Second, and William the Third [Two Volumes]; Shower, Benjamin;
London : W. Clarke and Son, 1794; Octavos, two volumes; G; Full contemporary sheepskin,
housed in maroon and beige cloth box; Boards show moderate plus wear overall, with
significant wear to edges and corners, the front board of Vol. I. is detached and the front and
back boards of Vol. II. are detached; Textblocks show moderate age-toning to edges, several
instances of light soiling to edges, moderate foxing to pages interiorly throughout, and the
names of several previous owners in ink and pencil on front pastedown and ffep; Joseph
Story's signature appears in ink on the ffep of Vol. II. and on the title page of Vol. I.;
CONTENTS: Vol. I. ([4], xii, 540 pages, [28]) -- Vol. II. ([2], x, 210 pages, [66]).
WC049
$750
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Joseph Story: Clip Signature and Lithograph Portrait
Signature Belonging To: Story, Joseph, [N.p.]
Addressed To: Bacon, Ezekiel
Clip signature of Joseph Story, excised from a letter to congressman and judge Ezekiel Bacon
(1776 - 1870). Text: "Believe me most truly & affectionately / your old friend / Joseph Story".
Excised portion of autograph letter (measuring 1" x 7.5"), pasted on strip of white paper
measuring 1.75" x 7.75". Some very light discoloration from adhesive, and light wear to left
edge. Also included is a 11.25" x 7.25" lithographic portrait of Story, with moderate age-toning
and light foxing overall. Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 7.75" x 1.75"
WC050
$350

Joseph Story: Chromolithograph Portrait with Clip Signature
Signature Belonging To: Story, Joseph
Chromolithograph portrait of Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story, framed and matted, with
laid-in clip signature of Story. Lithograph is based on a portrait by Chappel, and features a
facsimile Story signature in bottom margin. Laid-in is a clip signature of Story, apparently
excised from a letter, measuring 2.8" x .75". In a wooden frame, measuring .75"w x .75"d,
black and gold lacquered. Frame has moderate scuffing overall, and paper backing to frame is
largely detached from frame with adhesive tape added by former owner. Condition: Very Good
Minus; Dimensions: 9" x 6.5"; In-Frame Dimensions: 12.6" x 15.25"
WC051
$300
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Jurisconsulti et Antecessoris Ordinarii, Institutiones Juris Naturae et Gentium
in usum Serenissimi Principis Christiani Ludovici [Signed by Joseph Story and
Thomas Adams]
Appears to have been a gift from Thomas Adams to Joseph Story. Ink signatures of each
appear on the title page. Apparently in Adams' hand: "T.B. Adams / Bt at the Hague 1795".
Story's signature appears to the left of Adam's inscription.
Title: Jurisconsulti & Antecessoris Ordinarii, Institutiones Juris Naturae et Gentium in usum
Serenissimi Principis Christiani Ludovici; Vitriarius, Philippus Reinhardus; Lugdunum
Batavorum [Leiden] : Samuel Luchtmans, 1734; Octavo, [24], 568 pages, [index], 81 pages, 115
pages, [5]; VG-; Full contemporary vellum, with brown ink lettering to spine; Slight warping to
boards, moderate toning/soiling overall with light bumping to top corners.
WC052
$1,500
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Joseph Story: Five Signed Letters to His Brother-in-Law, Stephen White (1814 1826)
Signature Belonging To: Story, Joseph, 1814 - 1826
Addressed To: White, Stephen
Five autograph letters, in Story's hand, to his brother-in-law Stephen White. Story writes on
cases before the court, contemporary political disputes, and personal matters. Of especial
interest are Story's comments on Timothy Pickering's politics and related intrigues.
1. A two-page autograph letter, with integral address leaf. Dated February 27th, 1814. Story
writes regarding the ongoing war, "The Venus" case (involving Maitland and McGregor), a
recent speech by Representative Timothy Pickering against the ongoing war, and some general
political gossip. Text (in part): "Mr Pickering yesterday made a speech in the house of
representatives [?] the Loan and the war, which as I have understood was highly
inflammatory. Among other topics he undertook to [?] that was [?] in [?] with France & what
do you think was his proof? A letter written by Mr John White from France to his brother J.[?].
[?]. White in Salem!!! The old story revived with a new advocate. I have been asked to preserve
a copy of that letter & I wish you would send me a literal copy with the date & time of receipt of
the whole letter so far as it touches on this subject, Depend on it you are very great men thus to
have Bonaparte’s secrets confided to you & to have announced to you the whole plans of our
Government!"; Signed at the signature line: "yours affectionately, / Joseph Story".
Light plus age-toning overall, with light wear to edges, and some close tears to main folding
edge. Folded for mailing. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 7.75" x 9.8"
2. A one-page autograph letter, with integral address leaf. Dated March 12th, 1814. Story
writes to White regarding the Court's decision in "The Venus" case. Signed at the signature
line: "yours affectionately, / Joseph Story"
Moderate uneven age-toning overall, with minor creasing to bottom corners and some very
slight chipping to fore-edge. Folded for mailing. Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 7.75" x
9.8”
3. A two-page autograph letter, with integral address leaf. Dated March 12th, 1814. Story
writes more on "The Venus" case, and provides details on the internal dynamics of the court
decision ("There was a great diversity of opinion in the court and unusual warmth and
pertinacity."). He also asks White to keep confidential the information he is sending him
regarding the political dispute over the embargo. Text (in part): "You must receive these
remarks as merely speculative and not venture to ground any [?] on the truth of them. And as I
note the character of a quiet [?] I will [?] to keep my remarks as confidential to yourself—If you
were to let the statements made by me be made known I have no doubt Col. Pickering would
have me before the house of Representatives on [?] of letters from Salem announcing that I
had disclosed cabinet secrets. So I pray you to be silent."; Signed at the signature line: "Yours
affectionately, / Joseph Story".
Light uneven age-toning overall, with light wear to edges and two small closed tears along
horizontal folding line (not impacting text). Some chipping to address leaf from opening seal.
Folded for mailing. Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 7.75" x 9.8”
WC053

$7,500

(cont’d on next page)
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4. A three-page autograph letter, with integral address leaf. Dated February 7th, 1826. Story
here addresses White as "My dear brother", and the letter concerns itself with Story's anxieties
regarding his wife's health, the ongoing Seminole War, and the debate in Congress over the
judges' salaries. Particularly interesting are Story's comments on "Trustees of Dartmouth
College v. Woodward" and his analysis of General Andrew Jackson's rising political influence
(Story's first meeting with Jackson is recounted here). Signed at the signature line: "Your
friend and brother, / Joseph Story".
Text (in part): "There can be no [?] that the note of disapprobation of Genl Jackson will not
succeed. The majority of the House of Representatives is in his favour. You well know my own
opinion in relation to his conduct; but mixed as the question is with other [?] of a political [?] I
am satisfied he will not be confirmed. The General is now in this City. I saw him at the last
levee at the President’s. He attracted universal attention. He is a modest, unassuming man in
his manner, thin, & [?] & apparently over fifty years of age. Nothing of [?] or rapidity of action
appears in his countenance yet perhaps a very [?] examination of his [?] [?] shows that he had
a marked[?] character. I was not introduced to him & therefore had not an opportunity to
converse with him.”
Light uneven age-toning, with light wear to edges. There is a one-inch square chip to the main
folding edge (from opening the wax seal), which impacts several words but not the sense of the
text. Folded for mailing. Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 7.75" x 9.8”.
5. A three-page autograph letter, with integral address leaf. Dated February 15th, 1826. The
letter relates Story's ongoing bout of influenza, various controversies in the House and Senate,
and gossip regarding Henry Clay and President Adams. Signed at signature line:
"affectionately yours / Joseph Story".
Light age-toning overall, with light wear to edges of pages 1 - 2, and a two-inch square chip
along the fore-edge of page three (from opening the wax seal) which impacts several words but
not the sense of the text. Folded for mailing. Bottom-third of page three has been excised, but
presumably blank. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 7.75" x 9.8"
WC053

$7,500
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Autograph Letter from Joseph Story to Henry A.S. Dearborn
Signature Belonging To: Story, Joseph, August 13, 1816
Addressed To: Henry A.S. Dearborn
A one-page autograph letter from Joseph Story to Henry Alexander Scammell Dearborn. Story
thanks Dearborn for providing a copy of a translation of a "French Treatise on Pastel," likely
referring to A Treatise on the Culture, Preparation, History, and Analysis of Pastel, or Woad,
which Dearborn published in 1816, having translated the text from the original French written
by C.P. de Lasteyrie in 1811. Following his military service during the War of 1812, Dearborn
pursued a political career, eventually serving in the Massachusetts House of Representatives
and in the U.S. House of Representatives for Massachusetts.
One sheet, with integral address leaf. One autograph page, in ink. Evenly age-toned with an
archival-repaired open tear at the center of the sheet, where the wax seal was removed. Folded
for mailing. Dearborn's address and docket on fourth page. Condition: Very Good;
Dimensions: 7.75" x 9.75"
WC054
$1,000

Joseph Story: Autograph Letter to William Johnson (1824)
Signature Belonging To: Story, Joseph, December 7, 1824
Addressed To: William Johnson
Three page autograph letter from Joseph Story to William Johnson, the law reporter
responsible for publishing the judicial works of James Kent. In the letter, written after Kent's
retirement and as Johnson's own career was drawing to a close, Story praises both Kent's work
as judge and Johnson's as court reporter. Story writes, in part: "This volume fills me with
alternate melancholy & pleasure—the latter, because I see in it so many proofs of admirable
learning & judgment in the Chancellor's decisions, & so much of accuracy & sound taste &
finish in the Reporter—With melancholy—because it closes a career so honorable to both, so
full of glory, talent, & pure devotion to the best interests of the public."
One sheet,with integral address leaf. Story's letter extends across three of these, with
Johnson's address and a docket on the final page. Lightly age-toned with light soiling to the
page containing the address. A seal tear has resulted in two small losses to the second leaf of
the letterset, affecting about five words of text (sense intact). Condition: Very Good Minus;
Dimensions: 8" x 9.75"
WC055
$4,500
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Joseph Story: Four Signed Letters to James "William" Paige (1827 - 1840)
Signature Belonging To: Story, Joseph, 1827 - 1840
Addressed To: Paige, James William
Four autograph letters, in Story's hand, to James W. Paige of Boston. Paige was Daniel
Webster's brother-in-law, and the letters largely concern logistical and business matters
related to Story and his wife's trips to Boston.
1. One page autograph letter, with integral address leaf. Dated November 28th, 1827. Story
writes concerning the sending of Mrs. Story's trunk to Boston, and asks for clarification on
Paige's first name: "P.S. Have I got your Christian name right?, or the name of the [illegible]
right? I have been sadly [illegible] to find any one William, who know you by name, or as Mrs.
Webster's Brother." Signed at signature line: "Your obliged friend, / Joseph Story".
Light and uneven age-toning overall, with one small closed tear along horizontal folding line
(not impacting text). Folded for mailing. Condition: Good Plus; Measurements: 8" x 9.75"
2. One page autograph letter, with integral address leaf. Dated February 15th, 1832. Story
writes concerning a bill of lading for several items sent to Boston to be placed in Paige's care.
He also mentions Clay's recent "abominable" speech on the ongoing tariff debate, and that
"Mr. Webster is well..." Signed at signature line: "Very affectionately yours, / Joseph Story".
Moderate and uneven age-toning overall, with some light creasing and chipping to fore-edge.
Folded for mailing. Condition: Good Plus; Measurements: 8" x 9.75"
3. One page autograph note, dated December 4th, 1832. Story writes to confirm a meeting
with Paige for the completion of a deed. Signed at signature line: "Yours truly / Joseph Story".
Light plus age-toning overall, with light wear to corners, and a very small close tear to folding
line (not impacting text). Folded for mailing. In self-folding envelope with circular postal
cancellation, paid stamp, and hand cancellation. Condition: Very Good Minus;
Measurements: 5" x 8"
4. One page autograph letter, with integral address leaf. Dated April 3rd, 1840. Story writes to
Paige for assistance in making luggage arrangements. Signed at signature line: "Your obliged
friend, Joseph Story".
Light age-toning overall, with light wear to top and bottom edges, and one small chip to foreedge (not impacting text). Folded for mailing. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 8" x
9.75"
WC056
$2,000
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Autograph Letter to Joseph Story from Franklin Dexter (1828)
Signature Belonging To: Dexter, Franklin, June 25, 1828
Addressed To: Story, Joseph
A one-page autograph letter from Franklin Dexter to Joseph Story. Franklin Dexter (1794 1857) was son of Samuel Dexter, who had served as a US Senator from Massachusetts, and
later as Secretary of the Treasury and Secretary of War under John Adams. Here he writes to
Story regarding a recent portrait done of his father, a lithographic print of which he apparently
included with the letter.
One autograph page, with integral address leaf, signed Franklin Dexter on the signature line.
Labeled "Franklin Dexter" on address leaf (apparently in Story's hand). Light age-toning
overall, with moderate creasing from folding (for mailing). Condition: Very Good Minus;
Dimensions: 9.5" x 7.75"
WC057
$300

Joseph Story: Letter to Samuel Sewall, Framed with Lithographic Print (1829)
Signature Belonging To: Story, Joseph, June 9, 1829
Addressed To: Sewall, Samuel E.
Autograph letter signed, by Joseph Story, framed and matted with early lithograph portrait
print. The letter was written to Samuel E. Sewall, a Massachusetts lawyer and abolitionist, in
1829. Story regrets being unable to review a recent piece written by Sewall, but expresses how
busy he has been both overseeing the First Circuit Court (comprised of Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Maine) and having recently taken up the Dane professorship at
Harvard. Story also expresses interest in possibly writing on James Kent's "Commentaries".
The letter has moderate age-toning overall, with moderate creasing (folded for mailing).
The black and white lithograph print is based on portrait by Chappel, and features a facsimile
Story signature in bottom margin. It measures 9" x 6.5", and has light age-toning overall.
In a wooden frame, measuring 1"w x .5"d, black and gold lacquered. Has moderate wear to
edges. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 7.25" x 8.75"; In-Frame Dimensions: 13.5" x
19.5"
WC058
$750
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Autograph Letter to Joseph Story from Wheelock Upton (1837)
Signature Belonging To: Upton, Wheelock, April 7, 1837
Addressed To: Story, Joseph
One page autograph letter addressed to Joseph Story from Wheelock S. Upton. Upton is here
asking Story to make written introductions for him to members of the Supreme Court of
Louisiana, where Upton is soon to relocate. Upton would go on to write several volumes on
the Civil Code of Louisiana. Light age-toning overall with moderate creasing from folding to
mail. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 7.75" x 10”
WC059
$200

Joseph Story: Autograph Letter to John Whipple of Providence (1837)
Signature Belonging To: Story, Joseph, April 22, 1837
Addressed To: Whipple, John
A two-page autograph letter (with integral address leaf), from Joseph Story to John Whipple of
Providence, Rhode Island. Story writes to Whipple in response to an earlier letter, and
comments on a recent publication of Whipple's regarding usury laws. Whipple (1784 - 1866)
was a lawyer, and appears to have served in the Rhode Island legislature as a Whig. Signed
"Truly yours, / Joseph Story"on signature line on page two.
Light age-toning overall, with moderate creasing from folding (for mailing). Condition: Very
Good Minus; Dimensions: 7.75" x 9.75"
WC060
$600
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Autograph Letter to Joseph Story [with notes in Story's Hand] (1837)
Signature Belonging To: Fox, Edward, August 3, 1837
Addressed To: Story, Joseph
Two page autograph letter from Edward Fox to Joseph Story, with nearly one page of notes in
Story's hand appended. Edward Fox was at this time a recent graduate of Harvard Law School
who had returned to Portland, Maine to practice. He writes here of the barriers facing young
attorneys as they attempt to enter the practice of law. Fox would go on to become an Associate
Justice of the Maine Supreme Court and served as a United States District Judge until his
death in 1881.
One sheet, with integral address leaf. Two autograph pages, in ink, comprise pages one and
two. Fox's letter continues through the first third of the second page, and notes regarding legal
qualifications for entrance to the bar (apparently in Story's hand) fill the remainder of page
two. Very light age-toning overall, folded for mailing. Postal address to Story appears on page
four. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 10” x 8"
WC061
$550

Joseph Story: Three Autograph Letters to Associate Justice John McLean
Signature Belonging To: Story, Joseph, 1842 - 1843
Addressed To: McLean, John
Three autograph letters from Joseph Story to fellow Supreme Court Justice John McLean.
Three two-page letters (with integral address leaves) dated January 1, 1842, January 30, 1843,
and November 29, 1844. The first is a letter introducing Caleb Loring to Justice McLean, and
asking him to introduce Loring to the other Supreme Court justices. The second letter was
sent to Justice McLean upon the death of his wife. In the third letter, Story asks McLean's
forgiveness for being unable to come to Washington (due to his mother's poor health).
Some light age-toning and minor wear to edges. Folded for mailing. Condition: Very Good
Minus; Dimensions: 7.75" x 9.75"
WC062
$2,500
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The Miscellaneous Writings, Literary, Critical, Juridical, and Political, of Joseph
Story, LL.D.. Now First Collected [Signed]
Signature Belonging To: Story, Joseph, October 1844
Addressed To: Macready, William C.
Title: The Miscellaneous Writings, Literary, Critical, Juridical, and Political, of Joseph Story,
LL.D.. Now First Collected; Story, Joseph; Boston : James Munroe and Company, 1835; First
edition. Octavo; viii, 527, [1] pages; G; Bound in full red leather with gilt ornamentation to
spine and gilt ruling to boards; Edges and corners of boards rubbed, with split starting at top
of front board; Both Boards slightly bowed; Small scratch to rear board near spine; Text block
edges gilt; Marbled endpapers; Ex-library copy with standard markings, including bookplate
to front pastedown and stamps to several pages; An additional bookplate removed from front
pastedown. Inscribed by the authorTo William C. Macready Esq / with the sincere Respects /
of the Author. / Joseph Story / Cambridge / Oct. 1844”
WC063
$1,000
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American Jurisprudence: Miscellana

Mr. Justice Holmes [Signed by Francis Biddle]
Signature Belonging To: Biddle, Francis, 1942
Addressed To: Bradley, Edward Mix
Title: Mr. Justice Holmes; Biddle, Francis; New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1942; Octavo,
[12], 214 pages, [2]; G+/no dj; Boards show light bumping to head/tail of spine, light wear to
corners and joints of spine, and moderate fading to lettering on spine; Textblock has light plus
age-toning to edges and throughout interiorly; Ink inscription on ffep: "Mr. and Mrs. Edward
M. Bradley / The Christmas bells keep saying - For two such splendid / persons as both of
you / this word portrait of / a great American will / afford moments of pleasure / and a
chuckle or so. / F. E. B. / 1942"; Bookplate of Edward Mix Bradley appears on front
pastedown.
WC064
$100

Judge Learned Hand: Type Letter Signed, Views on International Trade
Signature Belonging To: Hand, Learned, October 28, 1922
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
A one page letter, typed, from American jurist and legal philosopher Learned Hand. In this
letter to Dr. Watkins, Hand briefly elaborates his views on international trade. Signed in ink at
the signature line: "Learned Hand"
One page letter on one sheet of paper (8.5" x 10.5"), bearing the letterhead "Judge Learned
Hand's Chambers". Light plus age-toning overall, with residual printed material along the top
edge, some pinholes along right margin, and an ink emendation beneath signature stating:
"Judge Learned Hand". Folded for mailing. Condition: Good Plus.
WC065
$1,500
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James Kent: Signed Court Document
Signature Belonging To: Kent, James, July 6, 1802
Autograph court order, signed by James Kent, ordering a stay in the case of "Thomas Hatton
Jr. v. Harrnames M. Ehile". Light age-toning overall, with moderate foxing and one closed
tear (not impacting text). Folded twice. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 6.5" x
7.75"
WC066
$400

James Kent: Signed Receipt (1791)
Signature Belonging To: Kent, James, March 5, 1791
An autograph document signed by James Kent while serving in the New York legislature. A
receipt of payment acknowledging a £40 payment from Gerard Bancken. Light wear to edges,
small chip to bottom right corner (not impacting text), one instance of light damp-staining to
right edge, and mild plus age-toning overall. Condition: Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 6" x
7.75"
WC067
$400

James Kent: Autograph Letter, Signed (1827)
Signature Belonging To: Kent, James, November 1827
Addressed To: Watson, Elkanah
One page autograph letter, written by Chancellor James Kent to businessman Elkanah
Watson. Kent endorses Watson's idea to promote agricultural societies throughout the
country, but declines to aid Watson due to the demands of his office. Light age-toning overall,
with light plus soiling to top edge and top-left quadrant. Folded twice for mailing. Condition:
Very Good Minus; Dimensions: 6" x 7.75"
WC068
$400
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William Marbury: Autograph Document, Signed (1811)
Signature Belonging To: Marbury, William, September 25, 1811
An indenture signed by William Marbury, chief litigant in the foundational Supreme Court
Case "Marbury vs. Madison"
A two page autograph document, legal (one sheet, 16" x 11.5", folded into four pages).
Moderate chipping to edges, impacting some of the text (signature line fully intact). Light plus
age-toning overall, and some closed tears along folding line. Condition: Good; Dimensions: 8"
x 11.5"
WC069
$8,500

Roscoe Pound: Two Typed Letters, Signed
Signature Belonging To: Pound, Roscoe, February 24, 1925; September 9, 1929
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
Two typed letters, signed by American legal scholar Roscoe Pound. Both are addressed to a
Dr. S. C. G. Watkins, a collector of signatures and resident of Montclair, New Jersey.
The first is a one page letter, typed, on one sheet of paper with the Harvard Law School
letterhead at top. Dated February 24, 1925. Pound responds to Dr. Watkins' request for his
thoughts on US participation in a world court. Signed in ink at the signature line: "Roscoe
Pound". Light age-toning overall, with creasing to the top-right and bottom-left corners, some
residual print material at top edge, and folded for mailing. There is a two-inch closed tear
along the main horizontal crease-line. Condition: Good; Dimensions: 8" x 10.5".
The second is a one page letter, typed, on one sheet of copy paper with the Harvard Law School
letterhead at top. Dated September 9, 1929. Pound provides insight on what characteristics
he believes are required to make a good lawyer. Signed in ink at the signature line: "Roscoe
Pound". Light age-toning overall, with a large chip to top-left corner (not impacting text),
some residual printed material along right edge, moderate wear to left edge, and folded for
mailing. Condition: Good; Dimensions: 8" x 10.5".
WC070
$350
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John Wigmore: Typed Letter Signed, on What Makes a Good Lawyer (1930)
Signature Belonging To: Wigmore, John, October 2, 1930
Addressed To: Watkins, S. C. G.
A one-page typed letter, dated October 2, 1930, from American legal scholar John Wigmore
(author of "Wigmore on Evidence"). He writes offering advice on what personal
characteristics are necessary to becoming a good lawyer. Signed in ink at the signature line:
"John H. Wigmore"
On one sheet of unruled paper, bearing the Northwestern University School of Law letterhead.
Some light soiling, moderate wear to right edge, some residual print material along right edge,
and folded for mailing. Condition: Good Plus; Dimensions: 8.5" x 11"
WC071
$175
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Pamphlets
God's Warning to England by the Voice of His
Rod
Scudder, Henry; London : J.R. for Philemon Stephens
and Edward Blackmore, 1644; Presumed First Edition.
Quarto; Poor; [12], 35, [1]; Disbound; Several ink
marks to imprimatur and title pages; small open tear
to final leaf, not impacting legibility of text; Slightly
age-toned. ESTC R209986; Wing S2139; Thomason,
E.18[20].
WC072

$800

A Perfect Narrative of the Whole Proceedings of the
High Court of Iustice in the Tryall of the King in
Westminster Hall; Collections of Notes Taken at the
King's Tryall [Two Works Bound Together]
[N.a.]; London : John Playford, 1649; Presumed First Edition.
Pamphlet (5.5" x 7"), [1], pp. 1-4, 6, [2] pages; Disbound; Text
continuous and complete despite pagination; Age-toned with
creased pages. Rare. ESTC R219208; Nelson and Seccombe,
518.
Bound with: Collections of Notes Taken at the Kings Tryall, at
Westminster Hall, on Munday Last, Janua. 22.1648. London :
Robert Ibbitson, 1648 [1649], Presumed First Edition.
Pamphlet (4.6" x6.8"), pp. 1-2, pp. 1-6. Disbound; Text
continuous despite pagination. Final two leaves significantly
worn with several small holes impacting text. The imprint year
is given according to Lady Day dating. ESTC R206057; Wing
C5218; Thomason, E.538[30]. Very rare; the ESTC identifies
four copies in public collections in the UK and North America.
WC073
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Pamphlets
The Subjects Sorrow: or, Lamentations upon the Death
of Britaines Iosiah King Charles
Brown, Robert; London : [n.p.], 1649. Quarto; Fair; 32 pages;
Half bound in brown leather with brown paper covered boards;
Significant cracks at joints; Front board and signature
loosening; Leather of spine significantly chipped and cracking;
Corners and edges of boards rubbed; Bookplates to front
pastedown and second front free endpaper; Marginalia tightly
trimmed, in some cases impacting printed marginalia; Text
block age-toned and slightly foxed.
WC074
$900
The Humble Desires of a Free Subject and True Lover
of the Liberties of the Three Nations, of England,
Scotland, and Ireland...
[N.a.]; London : Fr. Coles, 1659; First Edition. Single folio sheet
(folded), 8 pages; G+; Moderate plus foxing overall, moderate
wear to left edge of front page, light wear to other edges.
WC075
$600

By the King. A Proclamation for the Apprehension of
Edward Whalley and William Goffe
[N.a.]; London : Christopher Barker and John Bill, 1660. A
broadside printing of a proclamation issued by King Charles II
calling for the arrest of Edward Whalley and William Goffe as
regicides. Silked on verso and stitched into 19th-century
marbled paper boards, with leather label on front cover. Boards
measure 5.5" x 9"; Broadside (unfolded) measures 10.5" x 17".
Boards age-toned and lightly rubbed; broadside age-toned and
in near-fine condition. Background: Edward Whalley was a
leader in Cromwell's army, and also one of the signatories to the
death warrant for Charles I. William Goffe, Whalley's son-inlaw, also served as a judge at the trial of the king, and was a
Roundhead politician and military leader. At the Restoration,
Whalley and Goffe fled to the colonies in New England. Charles
II issued this warrant for their arrest, though neither were ever
detained or tried. Whalley died ca. 1675, and Goffe ca. 1679.
Wing C3316; Thomason, 669.f.26[9]; Steele, I, 3257; ESTC
R210773.
WC076
$20,000
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Pamphlets
Part of the Sufferings of Leicestershire & North
Hamptonshire, By Informers and Priests.
Pooley, William; London : [N.p.], 1683; First Edition.
12mo., 12 pages; G; Side-sewn pamphlet; Moderate agetoning overall, Some light damp-staining to top corners of
all pages (not impacting text), and front and back pages
separated from binding (but intact).
WC077
$800

To all Kings, Princes, Rulers, Governours, Bishops and
Clergy, that Profess Christianity in Christendom
G.F. [Fox, George]; London : John Bringhurst, 1685; Presumed
First Edition. Octavo, 27 pages; VG; Side-sewn pamphlet; Light
wear to edges and corners of front/back pages, moderate
chipping the length of the bound edge, and moderate age-toning
overall (with light soiling along top-edge of front cover); Light
plus age-toning to pages interiorly.
WC078
$800

The Judgment and Doctrine of the Clergy of the Church
of England, Concerning One Special Branch of the
King's Prerogative, viz. in Dispencing with the Penall
Laws
[N.a.]; London : J. H. and T. S., 1687; Presumed First Edition.
Octavo, 46 pages, [2]; VG; Pamphlet, later perfect-bound in light
blue wrappers; Wrappers have light age-toning; Textblock has
moderate age-toning to speckled edges, light shelfwear to
bottom edge, and light age-toning throughout interiorly.
WC079
$400
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Observations Concerning the Dominion and
Sovereignty of the Seas
Medows, Philip; In the Savoy [London] : Edw. Jones, 1689;
Presumed First Edition. Quarto, [14], 47 pages; VG-; Modern
paper wraps, lightly bumped at corners and at spine; Lacking
imprimatur leaf; Armorial bookplate pasted to verso of title
page; Text block age-toned with scattered foxing. ESTC
R9028; Wing M1567.
WC080
$750

The Pretences of the French Invasion
Examined. For the Information of the People
of England.
[Lloyd, William]; [Defoe, Daniel]; London : R[obert]
Clavel, 1692; First Edition. Octavo, [4], 16 pages; G+;
Disbound pamphlet; Light plus soiling overall with
moderate plus chipping to head of spine; Includes
license leaf and publisher catalogue on verso of title
page.
WC081
$900

Jura Populi Anglicani: Or the Subject's Right of
Petitioning Set Forth
[Somers, John]; London : [n.p.], 1701; Presumed First Edition.
Quarto, 64 pages; G+; Blue paper wraps significantly faded at
edges and spines; Rubbed at edges, joints, and corners; Pages
19-22 loose; Text block age-toned. ESTC T18484. 2nd variant:
p.ix, line 1 reads"Ha-nd."
WC082
$600
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A Letter to Sir J B, Concerning the Late Minehead
Doctrine
[Benson, William]; London : A. Baldwin, 1711; [Fourth Edition].
12mo., [4], [4], 40 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; light agetoning overall, with ink emendations to front and title pages
(J"acob" B"anks"), and several marginal emendations
throughout (in 18th century hand).
WC083
$100

The Present Constitution, and the Protestant Succession
Vindicated: In Answer to a late Book Entituled, The
Hereditary Right to the Crown of England, Asserted, &c.
[Willes, John]; London : J. Baker, 1714; First Edition. Small
octavo, xviii, 82 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Light agetoning overall, and occasional light foxing.
WC084
$100

The Spirit of the Ecclesiasticks of all Sects and Ages, as
to the Doctrines of Morality
Barbeyrac, [Jean]; The Independent Whig; [Gordon, Thomas];
[Trenchard, John]; London : J. Peele, 1722; Presumed First
English Translation. Slim octavo, [8], 72 pages, [2]; VG-;
Disbound pamphlet; Textblock has moderate plus age-toning
and foxing to edges, and light age-toning to pages overall.
WC085
$450
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Pamphlets
A Plain and Seasonable Address to the
Freeholders of Great-Britain on the Present
Posture of Affairs in America
[N.a.]; London : Richardson & Urquhart, 1766; First
Edition. Octavo, 21 pages; G+; Side-sewn pamphlet
with light brown wrappers; Wrappers have significant
wear to bound edge, light plus wear to edges, significant
chipping to corners, and light plus soiling overall;
Textblock has light wear to uncut fore-edges, and
moderate foxing to pages interiorly; A pro-British
pamphlet written in support of the Stamp Act.
WC086
$3,000
The Revolution in New England Justified, and the
People There Vindicated from the Aspersions Cast
Upon Them by Mr. John Palmer...
Andros, Edmund; Mather, Increase; Thomas, Isaiah [Reprint];
Boston : Isaiah Thomas, 1773; Reprint [of 1691 publication].
Octavo, 59 pages; VG; Perfect-bound pamphlet with light brown
wrappers; Covers have light wear to corners and moderate agetoning overall; Textblock has light age-toning to speckled edges
and moderate foxing interiorly throughout; A 1773 reprint of a
1691 publication.
WC087
$3,500
An Appeal to the Justice and Interests of the People of
Great Britain, in the Present Disputes With America
An Old Member of Parliament; [Lee, Arthur]; London : J.
Almon, 1774; First Edition. Octavo, [2], 63 pages, [4]; VG-;
Pamphlet, later bound in light blue boards; Boards show light
plus age-toning to edges and spine, with black lettering on
spine; Textblock shows moderate age-toning to edges, light plus
age-toning throughout interiorly, with 1-inch closed tear to
titlepage along fore-edge; Last four pages are publisher's ads;
Lacking half-title; Background: Authorship of this tract has
been variously attributed to Arthur Lee, William Pitt (the
Elder), and Benjamin Franklin. Benjamin Franklin did,
however, submit the text to J. Almon for publication. Arthur
Lee was a pro-American Member of Parliament, and writes here
in defense of colonial rights and liberties; Sabin 39697, Adams
74-44a
WC088
$2,000
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Pamphlets
An Address to the People of England, Scotland, and Ireland, on the
Present Important Crisis of Affairs
Macaulay, Catharine; [Bath] Printed by R. Cruttwell, in Bath, for Edward and Charles
Dilly, in the Poultry, London, 1775; First Edition. Octavo, [2], 29 pages, [1]; VG-;
Disbound; Uneven light age-toning overall. Background: Catharine Macaulay was one
of the foremost writers and historians of her age, and the author of an eight volume
whig history of England. The author of numerous radical pamphlets, this text is deeply
critical of the policies of King George III and the dangers posed by non-representative
parliaments; USTC T20462, Sabin 42944, Adams 75-94a.
WC089
$15,000

Loose Remarks on Certain Positions to be Found in Mr. Hobbes’
Philosophical Rudiments of Government and Society with a Short Sketch
of a Democratical Form of Government in a Letter to Signior Paoli
Macaulay, Catherine; London : Printed for W. Johnston, T. Davies, E. and C. Dilly, J.
Almon, Robinson and Roberts, and T. Cadell, 1769; Second Edition. Quarto, 35 pages;
VG-; Rebacked; Half bound in calf with marbled paper armorial boards; Light plus
wear to corners and edges; Shelfmark plate pasted to front pastedown; Text block
lightly age-toned; Background: Macaulay here writes a Whiggish rebuttal to Hobbes'
amoral conception of political life, offering as an alternative a morally grounded vision
of governance and countering Hobbes' formulation of the social contract. ESTC
N2809, Sabin 42945.
WC089A
$2,500
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Pamphlets
National Humiliation and Repentence Recommended,
and the Causes of the Present Rebellion in America
Assigned, in a Sermon Preached Before the University
of Oxford, on December 13, 1776...
Cooper, Myles; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1777; First Edition.
Quarto, [2], 24 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet, lacking
wrappers; Some light creasing to title page, vertical warping
along disbound edge, and moderate age-toning overall; ESTC
T39622, Adams 77-32a, Sabin 16589.
WC090
$2,500

A Philosophical Discourse, Addressed to the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences
Bowdoin, James; Boston : Benjamin Edes and Sons, 1780; First
edition. Disbound; Text complete including half title (detached
but present) through end (page 35); Text block age-toned and
foxed.
WC092
$300

Address and Recommendations to the States, By the
United States in Congress Assembled
[Madison, James]; Boston : Massachusetts House of
Representatives, 1783; First Boston Edition. 12mo., 62 pages;
VG-; Sewn pamphlet, with no wrappers; Moderate age-toning
and light foxing to title page and back page, with some light
chipping to corners and fore-edge of title page; Ink inscription
of former owner "William Winthrop" appears at top of title page,
possibly a Massachusetts State Senator serving at that time;
First Boston edition, following an earlier Philadelphia printing.
WC093
$1,000
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Pamphlets
The Americans Roused, in a Cure for the Spleen; Or Amusement for a
Winter's Evening
De Coverly, Roger; [Sewall, Jonathan]; New York: James Rivington, [1775]; Early
Reprint. 12mo., 32 pages; G; Disbound pamphlet without wrappers; light plus soiling
overall, with mild foxing and age-toning, some faint creasing along bound edge, and a
significant tear to title page; Background: A Tory response to the growing
revolutionary sentiments among the American colonists. Also published the same year
in Boston as "A Cure for the Spleen", being one of a number of editions printed that
year. Sabin 1274.
WC094
$3,250
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Pamphlets
Considérations sur le Gouvernement ancien et présent de la France
[Argenson, René Louis de Voyer de Paulmy]; Amsterdam [Paris] : Marc-Michel Rey,
1765. 12mo., viii, 206 pages; VG-; Perfect bound pamphlet, modern paper wrappers
(heraldic design); Covers who some creasing along bottom edges, and light chipping to
head/tail of spine; Textblock has light plus age-toning to untrimmed edges, light wear
to fore-edge, and ink emendations in 18th century hand to tilepage (indicating
authorship and proper place of publication). Background: First published in 1764,
Argenson (an adviser to Louis XV, and friend to Montesquieu and Voltaire) may have
written this scathing analysis of French society and government as early as the 1730s.
WC095
$300

Plan de Legislation Criminelle
Marat, [Jean-Paul]; Paris: Rochette, 1790; Second Edition. Octavo, 157 pages; VG-;
Disbound pamphlet; Light age-toning overall, with minor foxing to edges; Residual
binding material along disbound edge; Lacking engraved frontispiece; Background:
This was pamphleteer and political theorist Marat's "favorite work". Based on the
ideas of Rousseau and Beccaria, it advances a program of penal and criminal justice
reform in France.
WC096
$700
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Pamphlets
Projet D'Adresse Aux Francois, sur la Constitution Civile du Clerge
Mirabeau, [Honore Gabriel Riquetti]; Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1791; First Edition.
Octavo, [4], 35 pages, 8 pages; G+; Side-sewn pamphlet, with original blue wrappers;
Covers show moderate wear overall, with light plus curling to corners, moderate wear
to paper on spine, and light soiling overall; Textblock has light plus age-toning overall,
light curling to some corners, an ink emendation from a former owner (illegible) on
title page, and substantial ink emendations to the insides of the front and back covers.
WC097
$400
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Pamphlets
Yale College Subject to the General Assembly
[Dana, Samuel W.]; New Haven: Thomas and Samuel Green,
1784; First Edition. Octavo, 44 pages; VG-; Side-sewn pamphlet;
Moderate chipping to uncut fore-edge, light wear to bottom edge,
light plus age-toning overall; Evans 18434.
WC100
$300

A Journal of the Proceedings of the Honorable Senate
of the State of New Hampshire, at Their Session of the
General-Court, Holden at Exeter, on Wednesday,
December 24th, 1788
[N.a.]; Portsmouth: J. Melcher, 1789; First Edition. 12mo., 75
pages; G; Side Sewn pamphlet; Significant chipping to bottom
and fore-edges of pp. 1 - 5, significant damp-staining to top half
of pp 1 - 4, light plus age-toning to untrimmed edges, and light
plus foxing to front and back pages; Signature of prior owner
"Thornton" appears at top of title.
WC101
$800

A Journal of the Proceedings of the Honourable House
of Representatives of the State of New Hampshire
[November, 1788] [Association]
[N.a.]; [Portsmouth?] : [N.p.], 1789; First Edition. 12mo., [2],
[57] - 83 pages; VG-; Side sewn pamphlet; Light wear and
creasing to untrimmed edges, moderate foxing overall; Signature
of "Joseph Pierce Esquire" at top of title page, then serving in the
New Hampshire House of Representatives, later a US
Congressman.
WC102
$500
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A Bound Collection of Six Pamphlets by Timothy Dwight
Quarter bound in brown leather with paper covered boards; significant surface wear to
boards and spine, though binding remains stable; Chipping to leather at head of spine.
Library bookplate to front pastedown; Handwritten table of contents bound in; BAL
5048.
1. Greenfield Hill: A Poem in Seven Parts; Dwight, Timothy. New York: Childs and
Swain, 1794. First edition. 183, [1] pages. Ex library copy with expected markings,
including small stamp to lower margin of title page and pencil call number at top of
second leaf; Previous owner’s name in ink to title page; scattered damp staining;
Slightly age-toned and foxed.
2. The Duty of Americans, at the Present Crisis, Illustrated in a Discourse; Dwight,
Timothy. New-Haven: Thomas and Samuel Green, 1798. Presumed First Edition. 32
pages. Previous owner’s name to half title; Age-toned and foxed with scattered small
stains and minor edge wear to a few pages.
3. The Nature, and Danger, of Infidel Philosophy, Exhibited in Two Discourses;
Dwight, Timothy. New-Haven: George Bunce, 1798. Presumed First Edition. 95 pages.
Previous owner’s name to half title; Age-toned and foxed with scattered small stains.
4. The Triumph of Infidelity: A Poem; Dwight, Timothy. London : Printed for J.
Mathews, 1791. Presumed First Edition. 27 pages. Previous owner’s name to upper
margin of title page; Age-toned and foxed with scattered small stains; Small open tear
to upper margin of p. 17
5. A Discourse on Some Events of the Last Century; Dwight, Timothy. New Haven:
Ezra Read, 1801. Presumed First edition. 55, [1] pages. Age-toned and foxed.
6. A Discourse Delivered at New-Haven, Feb. 20, 1800; On the Character of George
Washington, Esq; Dwight, Timothy. New Haven: Thomas Green and Son, 1800.
Presumed first edition. 55 pages. Age-toned and foxed; Previous owner’s name to
upper margin of title page; Long closed tear to margin of p. 25, slightly impacting text
but not legibility.
WC104
$1,250
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Features of Mr. Jay's Treaty. To Which is Annexed A
View of the Commerce of the United States, as it Stands
at Present...
[Dallas, Alexander James]; Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1795;
First Edition. Octavo, 51 pages; VG-; Side-sewn pamphlet
(disbound, all pages present); Pages uncut, with mild+ wear to
fore-edges, light age-toning overall, and light soiling to front
page.
WC105
$300
Letters from General Washington to Several of His
Friends, In June and July, 1776; In Which is Set forth
an Interesting View of American Politics, at that AllImportant Period
Washington, General [George]; Philadelphia : Federal Press,
1795; Early Reprint. Octavo, 44 pages, [2]; G; Bound in 1/2green leather and green marbled boards; Boards have separated
from binding, and show moderate wear to corners and edges,
moderate wear to covers, and significant chipping / wear to
spine; Textblock shows moderate age-toning overall, light wear/
chipping to edges, and ffep/title page have separated from rest of
pamphlet (but remain intact).
WC106
$400
Treaty of Amity, Commerce, and Navigation Between
His Brittanick Majesty, and the United States of
America, by their President, with advice and consent of
the Senate.
[N.a.]; [Boston] : [N.p.], [1795]; Presumed First Edition. Octavo,
141 pages, [3]; G+; Disbound pamphlet; Front and back pages
have significant foxing, light chipping to edges, and ink
emendations from previous owners ("Hon. Daniel Coney", "John
Sheppard", "Hiram Fiske"); Textblock has light age-toning and
wear to speckled edges, and moderate foxing throughout;
Background: An early printing of Jay's Treaty, to which is
appended reprints of pamphlets and public letters related to the
controversy over passage of the Treaty. Daniel Coney was a
veteran of the Revolutionary War, and later a judge serving in
Hallowell, Maine (then still a part of Massachusetts). He also
acted as an Elector in the second presidential election, casting
his vote to re-elect George Washington; ESTC W41583.
WC107
$1,250
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Treaty of Amity, Commerce, and Navigation Between
His Brittanic Majesty, and the United States of
America, conditionally ratified by the Senate of the
United States, at Philadelphia, June 24, 1795. To which
is annexed, a copious appendix.
[Smith, Joshua]; Philadelphia : Lang & Ustick for Mathew Carey,
1795; Second Edition. Octavo, [2], 190 pages, [2]; Fair; Full
contemporary calf with red leather spine label and faded gilt
lettering; Front board detached; Boards show moderate wear to
corners, moderate plus wear to spine (chipping to head to spine),
and cracking to joint along back cover; Textblock has light agetoning, light soiling, and very light shelfwear to edges, and light
age-toning to pages interiorly overall; Bookplate of former owner
("John W. Brown'' of Harrisburg, PA) appears on front
pastedown, along with the ink signature of another owner ("Mr.
N. Brown") and a pencil emendation; Background: An early
printing of Jay's Treaty, to which is appended the Constitution of
the United States and reprints of pamphlets and public letters
related to the controversy over passage of the Treaty; Evans
29753, Sabin 96580, ESTC W29582.
WC108
$1,250

A Vindication of Mr. Randolph's Resignation
Randolph, Edmund; Philadelphia : Samuel H. Smith, 1795; First
Edition. Octavo, 103 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet, housed in
orange cardboard covers, with white handwritten ink on "spine";
Cardboard covers show light wear to edges, and fading to spine;
Textblock show light plus age-toning and light soiling to edges,
light wear to edges of title page, and light plus foxing throughout
(more significant on title page); Includes errata leaf.
WC109
$250
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A Discourse, Delivered on the Day of Annual
Thanksgiving, November 19, 1795
Osgood, David; Boston : Samuel Hall, 1795; Presumed First
Edition. Octavo, 32 pages; G; Disbound pamphlet; Light wear to
disbound edge, light age-toning overall, and a significant crease
in top-right quadrant impacting all pages.
WC110
$100
A Discourse, Delivered on the Day of Annual
Thanksgiving, November 19, 1795
Osgood, David; Boston : Samuel Hall, 1795; Presumed First
Edition. 12mo., 32 pages; G; Disbound pamphlet; Short title
loose from binding, but intact; some light chipping to fore-edges,
and light plus uneven age-toning overall; Binding partially split
between pages 26 and 17; Ink emendation from prior owner
appears at top of short title page.
WC111
$100
The Speech of Mr. Ames in the House of
Representatives of the United States, When in
Committee of the Whole, On Thursday, April 28, 1796,
in Support of the Following Motion: Resolved, That it is
Expedient to Pass the Laws Necessary to Carry into
Effect the Treaty Lately Concluded Between the United
States and the King of Great-Britain.
Ames, Fisher; Philadelphia : John Fenno, 1796; First Edition.
Octavo, [4], 59 pages; VG; Side-sewn pamphlet; Pages uncut;
Light age-toning overall with some light wear to edges of several
sheets.
WC112
$250
Porcupine's Political Censor, For November 1796;
Containing Observations on the Insolent and Seditious
Notes Communicated to the People of the United States
by the Late French Minister Adet
Peter Porcupine [Cobbet, William]; Philadelphia : SelfPublished, 1796; First Edition. 12mo., 78 pages; G; Disbound
pamphlet; Significant foxing to the title pages, some light wear to
edges of front and back pages, and moderate plus age-toning to
edges of textblock; Split between pages 6 and 7.
WC112A
$125
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Agrarian Justice, Opposed to Agrarian Law, and to
Agrarian Monopoly; Being a Plan for Meliorating the
Condition of Man...
Paine, Thomas; Philadelphia : Benjamin Franklin Bache, [1797];
First Edition. Octavo, iv, 5 - 32 pages; G+; Disbound pamphlet,
no wrappers; Some light chipping to corners of title page and to
fore-edge of back page; Light plus age-toning throughout, and
some very light soiling to title page; Background: Thomas
Paine's proposal for a system to support the elderly and those
unable to work—a precursor to the Social Security
Administration in the United States. ESTC W31709, Evans
32630.
WC113
$2,000

Observations on the Dispatch Written the 16th.
January 1797; By Mr. Pickering, Secratary [sic] of
State of the United States of America, to Mr. Pinkney,
Minister Plenipotentiary of the United Sates [sic]...
Tanguy De La Boissiere, C.C.; Philadelphia : Moreau De SaintMery, 1797; First Edition. Small octavo, 50 pages; G+; In later
paper wraps; Text block age-toned and foxed.
WC114
$300

Message from the President of the United States,
Accompanying A Report from the Secretary of State,
and Copies of Acts of the Legislatures of the States of
Connecticut, Maryland, and Virginia, Ratifying the
Amendment Proposed by Congress, Concerning the
Suability of States, in Pursuance of A Resolution of the
Two Houses, of the Second of March Last.
Adams, John; Pickering, Timothy; Washington, D.C.: U.S. House
of Representatives, 1798; First Edition. 12mo., 12 pages; VG-;
Side-sewn pamphlet; Light plus wear to fore- and bottom-edges,
and moderate age-toning to front and back pages; Background:
A collection of documents related to the passage of the Eleventh
Amendment to the United States Constitution; ESTC W26009.
WC115
$3,500
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Some Facts Evincive of the Atheistical, Anarchical, and
in other Respects, Immoral Principles of the French
Republicans, Stated in a Sermon Delivered on the 9th
of May, 1798...
Osgood, David; Boston : Samuel Hall, 1798; Presumed First.
12mo., 27 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Light plus age-toning
overall with some faint soiling to title page; Evans 34284.
WC116
$500

Truth Will Out! The Foul Charges of the Tories Against
the Editor of the Aurora, Repelled by Positive Proof and
Plain Truth, and His Base Calumniators Put to Shame
[Bache, Benjamin Franklin]; Philadelphia : [N.p.], 1798; First.
Octavo, [4], 12 pages; G+; Disbound pamphlet; Moderate plus
foxing to front page, light plus foxing throughout interiorly, light
plus wear to disbound edge and bottom edge; Evans 33648.
WC117
$250

Truth Will Out! The Foul Charges of the Tories Against
the Editor of the Aurora Repelled by Positive Proof and
Plain Truth and His Base Calumniators Put to Shame
[Duane, William]; [Bache, Benjamin Franklin]; [Philadelphia] :
[William Duane], [1798]; First Edition. Octavo, [4], 12 pages;
VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Moderate age-toning and light foxing
overall, with moderate wear to disbound edge; t.e.g.
WC118
$250
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A Sermon, Delivered at the New North Church in
Boston, In the Morning, and In the Afternoon at
Charlestown, May 9th, 1798, Being the Day
Recommended by John Adams, For Solemn
Humiliation, Fasting and Prayer
Morse, Jedidiah; Boston : Samuel Hall, 1798; First Edition,
Second Impression. Octavo, 29 pages, [3]; G; Side-sewn
pamphlet; Significant chipping to short title pages, last sheet
(blank) loose but intact; Moderate age-toning overall, with light
plus soiling to short title page and light plus wear to untrimmed
edges; Footnote appears on page [30], indicating second
impression. Evans 34149.
WC119
$200

A Sermon, Delivered at the New North Church in
Boston, In the Morning, and In the Afternoon at
Charlestown, May 9th, 1798, Being the Day
Recommended by John Adams, For Solemn
Humiliation, Fasting and Prayer
Morse, Jedidiah; Boston : Samuel Hall, 1798; First Edition,
Second Impression. Small Quarto; 29, [1] pages; G+; Disbound
but text apparently complete; Pages and signatures beginning
to separate at spine; Several small chips to title page and final
three leaves; Text block age-toned with some off-setting; pencil
annotations to title page; Footnote appears on page [30],
indicating second impression. Evans 34149.
WC120
$200

Three Letters, Written and Originally Published, Under
the Signature of a South Carolina Planter
Pinckney, Thomas; Philadelphia : Aurora Office, 1799; First
Edition. Octavo, [6], 65 pages, [4]; VG-; Softcover, beige paper to
spine with marbled covers; Covers have significant chipping to
spine, moderate soiling and age-toning to same, and light wear to
corners and edges; Textblock has moderate age-toning to uncut
edges, some light chipping to edges of several pages, and light
plus foxing throughout interiorly.
WC123
$350
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The Claim and Answer with the Subsequent
Proceedings in the Case of Andrew Allen, Esquire,
Against the United States
[N.a.]; Philadelphia : James Humphreys, 1799; First Edition.
Square octavo, 50 pages; VG-; Pamphlet, later bound in light
blue paper wrappers; Covers show very light age-toning overall;
Textblock has light age-toning overall, with light wear to top
edge of title page and light plus soiling; Evans 36503, Sabin 782.
WC124
$1,250

The Political Green-house for the Year 1798 [Signed]
Alsop, Richard; Hopkins, Lemuel; Dwight, Theodore [attr.];
Hartford: Hudson and Goodwin, 1799; First edition. 12mo., 24
pages; VG-; Three-quarters bound in green leather with marbled
paper boards; Early or original paper wraps preserved; Text block
age-toned and slightly foxed with light culaccino on title page;
Lengthy ink inscription on the verso the ffep: "For Mr. John
Watson, / a present / from his friend / and / much obliged lawr. /
Lemuel Hopkins / More still is coming!!!"; Background: Lemuel
Hopkins was a physician and satirical poet, active in Federalist
politics and a member of the "Hartford Wits".
WC125
$1,000

Analysis of the Report of the Committee of the Virginia
Assembly [Signed]
Addison, Alexander; Philadelphia : Zachariah Poulson, 1800;
Presumed First. 16mo., [2], 54 pages; VG-; Bound in
contemporary boards, with paper on spine largely worn (quires
exposed); Boards show moderate wear to edges and moderate
plus wear to corners, with moderate soiling overall; Textblock
has light plus soiling and age-toning overall, with some chipping
to ffep and title page, and a newspaper clipping announcing the
death of Addison appears on the front pastedown; What appears
to be the author's signature appears in ink on the title page.
WC126
$3,000
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An Address and Remonstrance of the Legislature of the
State of Georgia
[N.a.]; [Washington, D.C.?] : [n.p.], [1800?]; Presumed First
Edition. Octavo, 18 pages; VG-; Quarter bound in modern green
cloth with marbled paper boards; Text block age-toned; ESTC
W36749.
WC127
$2,000

Letter from Alexander Hamilton, Concerning the
Public Conduct and Character of John Adams, Esq.
Hamilton, Alexander; Philadelphia : [Duane, William], 1800;
Philadelphia Edition. Octavo, 54 pages; G+; Disbound
pamphlet; Pages 53 and 54 printed in reverse order; Text block
age-toned and foxed; Background: A notorious political
miscalculation by Hamilton, this tract was originally intended
only for small private circulation—but ended up in the hands of
the Republican press. There were three New York editions
released in 1800, as well as a Boston edition, and this
Philadelphia edition issued by William Duane. Duane
remarked that this letter did more damage to the Federalist
Party than "all the labors of the Aurora."; Evans 37570, ESTC
W20637, Sabin 29959.
WC128
$3,000

A Letter from Robert Goodloe Harper, of South
Carolina, to His Constituents
Harper, Robert Goodloe; [Cambridge, Mass.] : William Hilliard,
1801; First Edition. Small quarto; 16 pages; G+; Simple-sewn
binding, apparently original; Minor wear and rounding to edges
and corners of pages, but well-preserved given age and lack of
protective binding; Text block age-toned with recent pencil
annotations to lower margin of final leaf.
WC129
$100
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Views of the Public Debt, Receipts, & Expenditures of
the United States
Gallatin, Albert; Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1801; Second
Edition. Octavo, [4], 72 pages, [5], [7]; VG-; Bound in
contemporary boards; Covers have light plus foxing overall, light
wear to top and bottom edges, moderate age-toning overall, and
significant chipping to paper on spine (quires exposed);
Textblock shows light age-toning and wear to uncut edges, light
plus foxing to free end pages, and slight age-toning to pages
interiorly; Several pages remain uncut; Sabin 26399.
WC130
$300

A Bill to Establish an Uniform System of Bankruptcy,
Throughout the United States
[N.a.]; Philadelphia : T. L. Plowman, 1801; Presumed First
Philadelphia Edition. 18mo., 28 pages; G; Disbound pamphlet;
Text complete from title page to page 28 (marked FINIS);
Slightly age-toned and foxed.
WC131
$650

The Speeches of Mr. Giles and Mr. Bayard, in the
House of Representatives of the United States,
February, 1802. On the Bill Received from the Senate,
Entitled, "An Act to Repeal Certain Acts Respecting the
Organization of the Courts of the United States"
Giles, William Branch; Bayard, James A.; Boston : Munroe &
Francis, 1802; Presumed First Edition. 12mo., 56 pages; G;
Disbound pamphlet; Front page has large ink emendation from
former owner which has been crossed out, some moderate
foxing throughout, and the last sheet (pp. 55 - 56) has become
detached from the rest of the pamphlet (but intact).
WC132
$60
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Thomas Paine's Letter to the Late General George
Washington
Paine, Thomas; New York: R. D. Taylor, 1802; "A New Edition".
Octavo, 34 pages, [2]; G+; Side-Sewn pamphlet; Moderate plus
age-toning and light plus soiling overall, with moderate wear to
edges, chipping to top-right corners of pp. 9 - 16, and a large chip
to bottom corner of back page (blank); Sabin has two editions
listed under a different title for 1802 (58225), and this title with
a date of 1803 (58227); Shaw & Shoemaker 2838.
WC133
$850

A Correct Statement of the Various Sources from
Which the History of the Administration of John
Adams was Compiled, and The Motives for its
Suppression by Col. Burr: With Some Observations on
a Narrative, By a Citizen of New York
Wood, John; New York: G. F. Hopkins, 1802; First Edition.
Octavo, 49 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Some light agetoning and foxing overall, with light wear to untrimmed edges;
A reply to James Cheetham’s Narrative of the Suppression by
Col. Burr of the History of the Administration of John
Adams" (1802); Sabin 105041.
WC134
$750

Letters to Alexander Hamilton, King of the Feds
Callender, Tom [attr.]; New York: Richard Reynolds, 1802; First
Edition. Octavo, 64 pages; G+; Apparently untrimmed with very
generous margins; Text block age-toned and foxed; While
usually attributed to James Thomson Callender, it is likely that
this was written pseudonymously as Callender had by this time
joined with the Federalists; Sabin 10065.
WC135
$1,500
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A Vindication of the Measures of the Present
Administration
Sidney, Algernon [pseud.]; [Granger, Gideon]; Hartford: Luther
Pratt, 1803. 12mo., 32 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet;
Moderate age-toning and light foxing overall, with some
creasing/wear to fore-edge of page 2; One of six editions
released in the year 1803; Sabin 28283.
WC136
$100

Republican Address to the Freemen of Connecticut
General Committee of the Republicans of Connecticut; Ives,
Levi; [Wolcott, Alexander][attr.]; [Hartford?] : [N.p.], 1803;
First Edition. Tall octavo, 16 pages; G+; Side-sewn pamphlet;
Moderate age-toning overall, light plus soiling and foxing
overall, with light plus wear/creasing to corners and untrimmed
edges; Several ink emendations on last page, including former
owner "Lyman Fox"; A statement released by "the General
Committee of the Republicans of Connecticut" in response to an
address "by a number of Federalists, convened at Hartford on
the 31st of May last"; Sabin 15847.
WC137
$1,000

The Letters of Curtius, Written by the Late John
Thomson of Petersburg
Thomson, John; Richmond: Samuel Pleasants, Junior, 1804;
Second Edition. 12mo., xiv, [2], 78 pages; VG-; Pamphlet,
rebound in modern half-leather and mauve cloth boards, with
large red spine label and gilt lettering; Spine banded and
tooled; Boards have light shelfwear overall, with slight bowing
to covers; Textblock shows moderate age-toning to untrimmed
edges, with light foxing and age-toning to pages interiorly
throughout; Ink signature of "Marston Clark" appears on the
verso of the back free-end page.
WC139
$300
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An Address to the Citizens of New Hampshire
[Cogswell, Thomas]; New Hampshire: [N.p.], 1805; First
Edition. 12mo., 31 pages; G+; Disbound pamphlet; Light foxing
and moderate age-toning overall, with light wear to untrimmed
edges of first three pages; Multiple ink emendations to title
page.
WC140
$200

Politics for American Farmers; Being a Series of
Tracts, Exhibiting the Blessings of Free Government,
as it is Administered in the United States, Compared
with the Boasted Stupendous Fabric of British
Monarchy
Duane, William; Washington City: W. Duane, 1807; First
Edition. Octavo, [2], 96 pages; VG-; Side-sewn pamphlet,
bound in modern light brown boards, with leather label to front
cover and gilt lettering; Boards show moderate plus age-toning
overall, with light wear to head/tail of spine; Textblock has
moderate age-toning and foxing to edges and interiorly
throughout. Background: William Duane assumed editorship
of Bache's "Aurora" after the latter's passing, and became one
of the foremost American journalists of his time. A strident
Jeffersonian, he railed against both the Alien and Sedition Acts
(for which he was briefly imprisoned), and the potential war
with France over the XYZ Affair.
WC141
$225

Propositions for Amending the Constitution of the
United States; Submitted by Mr. Hillhouse To The
Senate, on the Twelfth Day of April, 1808, with his
Explanatory Remarks
Hillhouse, [James]; New Haven: Oliver Steel & Co., 1808;
Second Edition. Octavo, 31 pages; G+; Disbound pamphlets;
Moderate wear to uncut edges, light foxing overall, and moderate
uneven age-toning throughout.
WC144
$300
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The Question of War with Great Britain, Examined
Upon Moral and Christian Principles
[McKean, Joseph]; Boston : Snelling and Simons, 1808; First
Edition. Octavo, 14 pages, [2]; G; Disbound pamphlet; Light
wear to corners, moderate wear to disbound edge, light agetoning overall and light plus foxing overall; Ink emendation on
title page in contemporary hand, identifying author as McKean;
Sabin 79285.
WC145
$650

Remarks on the Document Accompanying the Late
Message of President Madison
[Dwight, Theodore]; [Thacher, George]; [N.a.] : [N.p.], [1810?];
First Edition. 12mo., 48 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet;
Moderate foxing and age-toning overall, with very light edges of
title page.
WC148
$500

Letter From the Secretary of the Treasury,
Transmitting A Report, In Part, on the Subject of
American Manufactures
Gallatin, Albert; Washington City: Roger C. Weightman, 1810;
First Edition. Slim 12mo. (bound in 6.5" x 9"boards), 62 pages;
VG-; Pamphlet bound in later 1/4-cloth and brown boards,
with paper label and black typewritten lettering on front cover;
Boards show light wear to corners and light bumping to head/
tail of spine; Textblock has moderate foxing and age-toning
over all, and a faint damp-stain impacting pages 41 - 62;
Includes all four original fold-out tables.
WC149
$500
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An Address of Members of the House of Representatives of the Congress of
the United States, To Their Constituents, On the Subject of the War With
Great Britain
U.S. House of Representatives; Hartford: Hudson and Goodwin, 1812; Early Re-Print.
Octavo, 24 pages; VG-; Side-sewn pamphlet; Moderate age-toning overall, light wear
to uncut fore-edges, one instance of faint soiling to title page.
WC151
$100

The Life of Samuel Tully, who was Executed at South-Boston, Dec. 10,
1812, for Piracy
Tully, Samuel; Boston : Watson & Bangs, 1812; First Edition. Octavo, 36 pages; G+;
Pamphlet, bound in quarter-morocco and marbled boards, with 36 blank unruled
pages; Boards show significant wear to joints and spine, and light plus wear to corners;
Textblock has light age-toning and moderate foxing overall, with some minor chipping
to top-edge of title page, and some expert repairs to title page. Background: The
autobiography of the last individual publicly executed in Boston, pirate and convicted
murderer Samuel Tully; Sabin 97442.
WC152
$1,000
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An Essay on Naturalization and Allegiance
[Dumoulin, John F.]; Washington City : Daniel Rapine, 1816;
First Edition. Octavo, 127 pages, xv, [1]; G+; Disbound
pamphlet; Moderate foxing and age-toning overall, with some
light creasing to pages along disbound edge; Sabin 22945.
WC155
$250

Public Good, Being an Examination into the Claim of
Virginia to the Vacant Western Territory, and of the
Right of the United States to the Same...
Paine, Thomas; London : W. T. Sherwin, 1817; First English
Edition. Octavo, 35 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Light plus
age toning overall, light wear to untrimmed edges, and very light
soiling to front page.
WC156
$100

Report of the Committee Appointed on That Part of the
Governor's Message Relative to the Judiciary
[Gaston, William]; Raleigh: Thomas Henderson, 1819; Presumed
First. Octavo, 8 pages; VG-; Pamphlet, uncut and unopened;
Light plus age-toning and mild foxing overall, with corner stain
impacting all pages but not impacting text.
WC157
$450

A Proposed Memorial to the Congress of the United
States
[Gallison, John]; [Boston] : [N.p.], 1819; Presumed First.
Octavo, 7 pages; G+; Side-sewn pamphlet; Light soiling to edges,
some very light wear to edges, small closed tear to top edge of
front page, light plus age-toning overall, and pages uncut.
WC158
$85
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Speech of the Hon. George Robertson, Delivered in
Committee of the Whole in the Legislature of
Kentucky...
Robertson, George; [Frankfort] : [Amos Kendall & Co.], [1824];
First Edition. Octavo, 59 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet;
Moderate foxing and light age-toning overall, with light wear to
disbound edge.
WC159
$600
Speech of the Hon. T. H. Benton on the Amendment of
the Constitution of the United States, in the Senate of
the United States, January 30, 1824.
Benton, Thomas Hart; Washington: Gales & Seaton, 1824;
Presumed First Edition. Tall 12mo., 47 pages; VG; Rebound in
1/4- grey cloth with blue marbled boards, and white paper spine
label with gilt lettering; Boards have very light wear to bottom
edges and head/tail of spine; Textblock shows light plus agetoning to edges, moderate foxing throughout interiorly, and
several small pencil emendations in margins.
WC160
$400
Petition to the Congress of the United States
Bibb, George M.; Littell, William; Crittenden, John J.; et al;
Frankfort: [Amos Kendall & Co.], 1824; [First Edition]. Octavo,
12 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Light age-toning overall,
very light wear along disbound edge, and two ink emendations to
front page; Background: Written in the midst of the "Old Court New Court" controversy, the signers of this petition were
attorneys in the Seventh Circuit and Kentucky District seeking
reform of the United States court system; Sabin 97928.
WC161

$350
Preamble and Resolutions of the Legislature of
Kentucky: In Relation to the Late Decision of the Court
of Appeals on the Replevin and Endorsement Laws, and
of the Supreme Court of the United States on the
Occupying Claimant Laws of Said State
[N.a.]; Frankfort: [Amos Kendall & Co.], 1824; First Edition.
Octavo, 28 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Moderate foxing
and light age-toning overall.
WC162
$500
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An Exposition of the Meaning of the Clause in the
Constitution of the United States, that "no State shall
pass any ex post facto law, or law impairing the
obligation of contracts;" and an Examination of the
Opinions of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky, in the
Cases of "Blair vs. Williams" and "Lapsley vs.
Brashear", in a Petition for Re-hearing
Bibb, George M.; [Frankfort] : Amos Kendall & Co., [1824]; First
Edition. Octavo, 24 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Moderate
foxing and light age-toning overall, with very light wear to
disbound and top edges; Sabin 5161.
WC163
$750

Preamble and Resolution, Adopted by the General
Assembly of Kentucky, Vindicating the
Constitutionality of the Replevin Laws, and the Right of
the Legislature to Remove Judges for Error of Opinion;
in Reply to the Response of the Judges of the Court of
Appeals
[N.a.]; Frankfort: [Amos Kendall & Co.], [1825]; First Edition.
Octavo, 38 pages, [2]; G+; Disbound pamphlet; Moderate foxing
and age-toning throughout, with light damp-staining impacting
up to page 15.
WC164
$550

To the People of Kentucky
Sneed, Achilles; Frankfort: [Amos Kendall & Co.], 1825;
Presumed First Edition. Octavo, 37 pages; G+; Disbound
pamphlet; Light age-toning and foxing overall, some faint
creasing along disbound edge, ink emendation to top of first
page, and binding loose (but all pages intact); Written at the
height of the "Old Court - New Court" controversy in Kentucky;
No titlepage; Authorship identified on page 37; Sabin 85376.
WC165
$700
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Remarks on the Law of Imprisonment for Debt;
Showing its Unconstitutionality, and Its
Demoralizing Influence on the Community
Herttell, Thomas; Boston : [N.p.], 1825; Second Edition.
Octavo, 47 pages, [1]; G+; Disbound pamphlet, with residual
of former binding on disbound edge; Front and back pages
show light foxing and soiling, light plus age-toning throughout
interiorly, light wear to speckled edges, and an ink inscription
to title page: "To the Members of the Legislature"; Sabin
31595.
WC166
$375

Statement of Congressional Documents, Journals of
Debates, Etc. [Bookseller's Catalogue]
Templeman, George; Washington, D.C.: William Greer, 1832;
First Edition. Octavo, 11 pages; Disbound pamphlet; Moderate
foxing and light age-toning overall, and light plus wear to
disbound edge; Sabin 94670.
WC168
$475

Gen. Jackson and the Supreme Court; Sketch of the
Speech of Mr. Butler, at the Great Meeting at the
Capitol in Albany
Butler, [Benjamin Franklin]; [N.a.] : [N.p.], [1832/3];
Presumed First Edition. Octavo, 8 pages; G; Side-sewn
pamphlet; Moderate wear to edges, moderate plus age-toning
overall, and a former owner's signature in ink at top of pp. 1
and 3.
WC169
$350
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Pamphlets
Speech [Suppressed by the Previous Question] of Mr.
John Quincy Adams, of Massachusetts, on the
Removal of the Public Deposites, and Its Reasons
Adams, John Quincy; Washington: Gales and Seaton, 1834;
Second Edition. Octavo, 43 pages; G+; Disbound pamphlet;
Light wear to disbound edge, mild foxing to title page, and light
soiling to top-right quadrant of title page; Sabin 306.
WC170
$400

An Address to the People of Rhode-Island, from the
Convention Assembled at Providence [Presentation
Copy]
Dorr, Thomas Wilson; Providence: Cranston and Hammond,
1834; First edition. Octavo, 60 pages; VG-; Original tan wraps
with black lettering; Presentation copy from Dorr with an
inscription on the front wrap reading "John A. Stevens, from
T.W. Dorr"; Wraps with several long closed tears at spine,
some chipping to edges; Text block foxed and lightly agetoned; The whole publication has been folded in half vertically
at some point, and a light vertical crease remains.
Background: Thomas Dorr was a political reformer and
(extralegal) Governor of Rhode Island, who famously led the
so-called "Dorr Rebellion" to expand voting rights in the state;
Sabin 70537.
WC171
$2,250
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A Vindication of the Result of the Trial of Rev. Ephraim
K. Avery
Merritt, T[imothy]; Merrill, J. A.; Fisk, W.; Boston : Russell,
Odiorne and Co., 1834; First Edition. 12mo., 74 pages; VG-;
Rebound perfect bound pamphlet, in paper wrappers with brown
cloth spine; Housed in brown paper slipcase with paper citation
label; Covers show faint creasing, light age-toning overall, minimal
wear to edges, the name of a former owner in ink on the front cover
("Carolyn Cheney - / 1918 -"), two pencil emendations to front
cover, and the Yale Law Library stamp on the front cover;
Textblock has light age-toning and foxing overall, with light
creasing to title page; Includes fold-out map; Background: The
source of enormous popular controversy throughout New England,
the trial and acquittal of Methodist minister Ephraim K. Avery
came to embody many of the underlying religious tensions in
Puritan New England with the emerging sect of Methodism. The
controversial acquittal of the defendant led to endless coverage in
the popular press, and this is one of several pamphlets written in
Avery's defense after his acquittal by the jury; Sabin 2486.
WC172
$300

Discourse on the Surviving Remnant of the Indian
Race in the United States
Tyson, Job R.; Philadelphia : A. Waldie, 1836; First Edition.
Octavo, 38 pages, [2]; G+; Side-sewn pamphlet in light blue
wrappers; Covers have light age-toning and soiling overall, with
light wear to corners, chipping at head/tail of the spine, and
moderate wear to paper on spine; Textblock has moderate agetoning to edges, light foxing throughout interiorly, and some
creasing to bottom corners of first 13 pages; Sabin 97645.
WC173
$125
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Observations of a Solicitor on Defects in the Offices, Practice, and Systems
of Costs of the Equity Courts [Association Copy]
Field, Edwin W.; London : William Pickering, 1840; First Edition. Octavo, vi, 96 pages;
G+; Disbound pamphlet; Light soiling to front and back pages, light age-toning overall,
and moderate creasing along disbound edge; Signature of Reuben Hyde Walworth ("R
A Walworth") appears in pencil at the top of the title page; Walworth was the last
Chancellor of New York.
WC174
$250

A Memoir of the North-Eastern Boundary, in Connection with Mr. Jay’s
Map, by the Hon. Albert Gallatin, LL.D., ... Together with a Speech on the
Same Subject, by the Hon. Daniel Webster, LL.D. ... delivered at a Special
Meeting of the New-York Historical Society, April 15th, 1843. Illustrated by
a Copy of the Jay Map.
Gallatin, Albert; Webster, Daniel; New York: The New York Historical Society, 1843;
First Edition. Octavo, [2], 74 pages; VG-; Perfect-bound pamphlet in brown wrappers,
with black lettering on front cover; Covers have moderate chipping to fore-edges, some
light wear to spine edges and head/tail of spine; Textblock has light age-toning to
edges and light foxing to top edge; Includes a 14" x 15"fold out map at front; Sabin
26390.
WC175
$150
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Pamphlets
Representation and Petition of the Representatives
Elected by the Freemen of the Territory of Louisiana
[N.a.]; Washington City: William Duane & Son, 1805; Presumed
First. Octavo, 30 pages, [2]; VG-; Side-sewn pamphlet, loose;
Light soiling overall, light plus wear to uncut fore-edge, pages
uncut as printed, light age-toning overall; Background: A protest
against the division of the Louisiana Purchase into Orleans
Territory and what became the Missouri Territory, and the mass
relocation of American Indians within their borders; Sabin
42298.
WC176
$1,250

Letter of James M. Garnett to His Constituents
Garnett, James M.; Richmond: Thomas W. White, 1824; First
Edition. 12mo., 23 pages; G+; Side-sewn pamphlet with white
wrappers and black lettering on front cover; Covers show light
age-toning and wear to edges, and light plus wear to spine edge;
Textblock has light age-toning overall and to untrimmed edges;
pages 15 to end have separated from rest of pamphlet (but
intact).
WC177
$1,500

The Report, Ordinance, and Addresses of The
Convention of the People of South Carolina: Adopted,
November 24th, 1832
[N.a.]; Columbia: A. S. Johnston, 1832; First Edition. Small
octavo, 28 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; VG-; Light plus
foxing and age-toning overall, with some light creasing along
disbound edge, an ink emendation ("2413") to front page, and a
small chip to top corner of front page; A document produced by
the South Carolina convention that passed the Ordinance of
Nullification. The state of South Carolina passed a resolution
declaring the federal tariffs of 1828 and 1832 void within the
state, relying on a robust view of "states rights" even then widely
viewed as unconstitutional. The so-called Nullification Crisis
proved a crucial event in the lead up to the Civil War.
WC178
$350
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Address of the Washington Society to the People of
South Carolina
[N.a.]; Charleston: J. S. Burges, 1832; First Edition. Octavo, 8
pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Light age-toning overall, with
mild creasing along disbound edge and former owner's
signature on the front page; A document produced by the
South Carolina convention that passed the Ordinance of
Nullification. The state of South Carolina passed a resolution
declaring the federal tariffs of 1828 and 1832 void within the
state, relying on a robust view of "states rights" even then
widely viewed as unconstitutional. The so-called Nullification
Crisis proved a crucial event in the lead up to the Civil War;
Sabin 102035.
WC179
$350

The Remedy by State Interposition, or Nullification;
Explained and Advocated
Harper, Chancellor [William]; Charleston: E. J. Van Brunt, 1832;
First Edition. 12mo., 24 pages; G+; Disbound pamphlet;
Moderate wear to untrimmed fore- and bottom edges, moderate
foxing overall, front page loose (but intact); A defense of the
doctrine of Nullification written in the midst of the Nullification
Crisis; Sabin 30446.
WC180
$300

Address to the People of the United States, by the
Convention of the People of South Carolina
[N.a.]; [Columbia] : [N.p.], [1832/3]; First Edition. Octavo, 16
pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Light uneven foxing overall,
with light creasing along disbound edge; Documents
produced by the South Carolina convention that passed the
Ordinance of Nullification.
WC181
$250
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Pamphlets
State Sovereignty, And a Certain Dissolution of the
Union
Romaine, Benjamin; New York: J. Kennaday, 1832; First
Edition. Octavo, 54 pages, [2]; VG-; Disbound pamphlet;
Moderate foxing overall, with some light creasing along
disbound edge, and uneven page lengths; Written in response to
the Ordinance of Nullification.
WC182
$150

The Report, Ordinance, and Addresses of The
Convention of the People of South Carolina: Adopted at
its Session in March, 1833
[N.a.]; Columbia: A. S. Johnston, 1833; First Edition. Small
Octavo, 19 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Moderate plus
foxing overall, with light creasing along disbound edge; A
document produced by the South Carolina convention that
passed the Ordinance of Nullification. The state of South
Carolina passed a resolution declaring the federal tariffs of 1828
and 1832 void within the state, relying on a robust view of
"states rights" even then widely viewed as unconstitutional. The
so-called Nullification Crisis proved a crucial event in the lead
up to the Civil War.
WC183
$400

Speeches Delivered in the Convention, of the State of
South Carolina, Held in Columbia, In March, 1833
[N.a.]; Charleston: E. J. Van Brunt, 1833; First Edition. 12mo.,
80 pages; VG-; Disbound pamphlet; Front page has moderate
plus foxing, a 2-inch closed tear to fore-edge, and a crease at the
bottom corner; Textblock has very light foxing throughout
interiorly; A document produced by the South Carolina
convention that passed the Ordinance of Nullification. The state
of South Carolina passed a resolution declaring the federal tariffs
of 1828 and 1832 void within the state, relying on a robust view
of "states rights" even then widely viewed as unconstitutional.
The so-called Nullification Crisis proved a crucial event in the
lead up to the Civil War; Sabin 87430.
WC184
$200
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The Right of Instruction. The Virginia Doctrine
Considered. Being an Answer to the Letters of Judge
Joseph Hopkinson.
Brockenbrough, W. H.; Charlottesville: James Alexander, 1837;
First Edition. Octavo, 54 pages, [2]; VG-; Side-sewn pamphlet in
brown wrappers; Moderate wear to spine, light wear to corners,
some light soiling to back cover; Textblock has moderate plus
foxing throughout interiorly.
WC185
$850

"United We Stand, Divided We Fall."; An Appeal from
Our Present Divided Times to the Counsels of
Washington, Father of Our Country [Presentation Copy
to Rufus Choate]
Larrabee, Charles; Hartford: Starr & Farnham, 1854. 12mo., 12
pages; VG-; perfect bound pamphlet in brown wrappers; Covers
show uneven toning, a faint vertical crease, and a small chip to
fore-edge of back cover; Textblock has light age-toning to edges;
On verso of front cover is inscribed "To the / Hon Rufus Choate".
WC186
$350

A Review of "Anti-Rent Decisions"
[N.a.]; [Albany] : [N.p.], [1859]; Presumed First Edition. Octavo,
152 pages; G+; Side sewn pamphlet with original wrappers;
Wrappers have light plus toning and light soiling overall, and
light chipping to head/tail of spine; Textblock has light agetoning overall.
WC187
$300
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Douglas an Enemy to the North. Reasons Why the
North Should Oppose Judge Douglas. His Duplicity
Exposed. Speech of Hon. Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois,
Delivered at Cincinnati, September 19, 1859.
Lincoln, Abraham; [Washington] : Lemuel Towers, [1859].
Octavo, 16 pages; G; Disbound pamphlet; Moderate and uneven
age-toning overall, some wear along disbound edge, first and last
leafs separated but intact (with two small tears to last page); Two
faint horizontal creases from prior folding; Background: One of
50,000 copies printed by Stephen Douglas (with the headline
"Douglas An Enemy To The North") to build support in the south
for a prospective presidential run in 1860; Sabin 41148.
WC188
$800

State Sovereignty and the Doctrine of Coercion
Porter, William D.; Charleston: Evans & Cogswell, 1860; First
Edition. Octavo, 36 pages; VG-; Side-sewn pamphlet; Pages
show light age-toning overall, light plus soiling to front and back
pages, some creasing to first several pages, and a small ink-stain
at the top-edge of the back page.
WC189
$75

Guerrilla Parties Considered with Reference to the
Laws and Usages of War. Written at the Request of
Major-General Henry W. Halleck
Lieber, Francis; New York: D. van Nostrand, 1862; First Edition.
12mo., 22 pages, [2]; G; Disbound pamphlet; Textblock has light
age-toning overall, moderate wear along disbound edge, small
chipping to top corners of pp. 13 - 22, and front cover loose (but
intact); ink emendation from former owner on front page
(indicating that this was a gift to prior owner by "S. Alofsen"—
possibly historian and railroad industrialist Solomon Alofsen).
WC190
$400
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Personal Liberty and Martial Law: A Review of
Some Pamphlets of the Day
[Ingersoll, Edward]; Philadelphia : [N.p.], 1862; First
Edition. Octavo, [4], 38 pages; G+; Disbound side-sewn
pamphlet; Light age-toning overall, with some light plus
wear to disbound edge and to edges of title page.
WC191
$300

The Writ of Habeas Corpus, and Mr. Binney
[Montgomery, John T.]; [Philadelphia] : [N.p.], [1862?];
Presumed First Edition. Octavo, 35 pages; VG-; Side-sewn
pamphlet in original light blue wrappers; Covers have
moderate creasing to corners, light soiling and toning
overall, with some chipping to paper on spine; Textblock
shows light age-toning overall, with some creasing to bottom
corners of pages, and light soiling to top corner of title page;
Sabin 5487.
WC192
$400
The Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus Under the
Constitution [Presentation Copy]
Binney, Horace; Philadelphia : C. Sherman & Son, [1862];
[Second Edition]. Octavo, 58 pages, [2]; G+; Side-sewn
pamphlet in original wrappers; Covers show light age-toning and
wear along edges and significant wear to paper on spine (quires
exposed); Textblock has light age-toning to edges; ALS from
Binney is tipped in at front; Sabin 5481.
WC193
$650
General Orders No. 141 (Suspending the Writ of Habeas
Corpus)
[Lincoln, Abraham]; Washington: War Department, Adjutant
General's Office, 1862; First Edition. Pamphlet, 1 page; VG-; A
one sheet order, with pinholes to left margin; Printed on the
recto only; Lightly foxed, with a small chip to top-left corner.
Background: This is the official order issued by Lincoln revoking
the privilege of habeas corpus during the course of the American
Civil War.
WC194
$400
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Thirty General Orders Issued by President
Abraham Lincoln in His Review of Courts Martial
Verdicts
[Lincoln, Abraham]; Townsend, E. D.; Washington, D. C.:
War Department, Adjutant General's Office, 1862 - 1863;
First Editions. 12mos. (5" x 7.25"), Thirty pamphlets; VG-;
General orders range from one to eleven pages in length;
Light age-toning overall, with some minor wear to top
edges; Several orders are hole-punched along the spine
edge; Contain the reviews of courts martial verdicts by
Lincoln during the years 1862 to 1863; The following
General Orders are present: Nos. 17, 76, 125, 127, 135, 145,
149-150, 170, 172-173, 184-185, 197, 228, 230, 242-243,
251, 255, 260, 264, 267, 298, 306, 346, 372, 377, 396.
WC195
$3,500
A Letter to the Hon. Benjamin R. Curtis, Late Judge of
the Supreme Court of the United States, in Review of
his Recent Published Pamphlet on the "Emancipation
Proclamation" of the President.
Kirkland, Charles P.; New York: Anson D. F. Randolph, 1863;
Second Edition. Octavo, [4], [2], 20 pages, [2], [40]; VG-;
Twenty page pamphlet bound with 40 pages of blank paper in
1/2-green leather and marbled boards, gilt lettering to spine;
Boards have moderate wear to corners and edges, and light wear
to leather along joints of spine; Textblock has light age-toning to
edges and light plus age-toning to pages interiorly; t.e.g,; Sabin
37996.
WC196
$400
Our National Constitution: Its Adaptation to a
State of War
[Agnew, Daniel]; Philadelphia : C. Sherman, Son & Co.,
1863; First Edition. Octavo, 39 pages, [1]; G+; Sidesewn pamphlet in original light brown wrappers;
Covers have light plus wear to head/tail of spine, some
light creasing to bottom corner of front cover, and a
light dampstain impacting the top edges of the front
and back covers; Textblock has light age-toning to
edges; A pencil emendation from a prior owner appears
on the title page (identifying the author as Agnew), and
an ink emendation on the front cover does likewise.
WC197
$250
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Military Arrests in Time of War
Whiting, William; Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1863; First Edition. Octavo, 59 pages; G+; Sidesewn pamphlet, lacking original wrappers; Light agetoning overall, light wear to bottom and fore-edges of
pages, and portions of original wrappers persist along
spine edge of title page.
WC198
$200

On the Naturalization Question
Page, Charles A.; Washington, D.C.: Philip & Solomons,
1869; First Edition. Octavo, 19 pages; G+; Disbound
pamphlet; Light uneven age-toning overall, with some
light wear to edges; Sabin 58145.
WC200
$125

Who Burnt Columbia? Part 1st: Official
Depositions of Wm. Tecumseh Sherman and Gen.
O. O. Howard, U. S. A., For the Defence; And
Extracts From Some of the Depositions for the
Claimants
Sherman, William Tecumseh [Deposition of]; Howard, O.
O. [Deposition of]; Charleston: Walker, Evans & Cogswell,
1873; First Edition. 12mo., 121 pages, [3]; VG-; Side-sewn
pamphlet with original green wrappers, blank spine, and
black lettering to front cover; Covers have a chip to the top
corner of the front cover, light chipping to head/tail of
spine, moderate wear to spine (with a 2-inch tear to paper
near head of spine); and light soiling/wear overall;
Textblock shows light age-toning overall; Sabin 80420.
WC201
$650
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Trial of Alexander William Holmes, One of the Crew of
the Ship William Brown, For Manslaughter on the High
Seas
[N.a.]; Philadelphia : [N.p.], 1842; First Edition. Octavo, 28
pages, [2]; G+; Disbound pamphlet; Moderate wear to edges of
front and back pages, and light plus uneven age-toning to pages
interiorly; Name of former owner ("Robert Edward Brown")
appears in ink on the title page.
WC204
$225

American Art: Its Awful Altitude. A Satire.
Frankenstein, John; Cincinnati: [n.p.], 1864; Presumed first
edition. 16mo., 112 pages; G; Yellow paper wraps, discolored
and damp stained with several small chips; Handwritten text
on wraps reading "For sale by the Am. News Co. 121 Nassau St.
New York" and "Mr John Swinton, Times Office"; Bookplate
indicating that the volume was donated to the Minnesota
Historical Society by J. Watts de Peyster on front free
endpaper; Brief bio of J Watts de Peyster pasted to inside of
front wrap; Text block lightly age-toned; Scattered annotations
to text block; Damp staining to top margins of pp. 85-end.
WC206
$700

Municipal Woman Suffrage, Argument of Clement
K. Fay, Esq. For Remonstrants
Fay, Clement K.; Brookline: The Chronicle Press, 1887;
Presumed First Edition. Octavo, 22 pages, [2]; VG-; Sidestapled pamphlet in original brown wrappers; Covers show
some light creasing; Textblock has light age-toning overall.
WC207
$650
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The Alliance and Labor Songster; A Collection of Labor and Comic Songs,
for the Use of Alliances, Grange Debating Clubs, and Political Gatherings
Vincent, Leopold; Winfield: H. & L. Vincent, 1891; Later Edition. Octavo, 64 pages;
VG-; Perfect pamphlet with light brown wrappers, blank spine, and black lettering to
front cover; Covers have light wear to edges/corners, light plus wear to head/tail of
spine, and a 1-inch tear to paper on spine near tail; Textblock has light plus age-toning
and light foxing to edges; Contains 86 songs, with musical notation.
WC208
$200
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Annual Report of the Architect of the United States Capitol to the
Secretary of the Interior for the Fiscal year Ended June 30, 1899
[Clark, Edward]; Washington: Government Printing Office, 1899; First Edition.
Octavo, 28 pages, [6] fold out charts, [44] photographic plates, pp. 29 - 36, [1]
diagram, pp. 37 - 40, [1] diagram, pp. 41 - 44, [3] fold out charts, [4]; G; Perfect-bound
booklet, in original beige wrappers; Covers show moderate wear / chipping to edges,
significant wear to head of spine, and light plus soiling overall; Textblock show light
uneven age-toning to edges, moderate foxing to fore-edges, and light shelfwear to
bottom edge.
WC209
$150

A Roman Lawyer in Jerusalem
Story, W[illiam] W[etmore]; Boston : Banner of Light, 1903.
16mo., 15 pages, [1]; G-; Tan wraps with black lettering to
front cover; Staple binding; Original wraps browned with
several long tears at spine and large chips to corners (not
impacting cover text); Text block lightly age-toned.
WC211
$200
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Letters to the Right Honourable Edmund Burke
Priestley, Joseph; Birmingham: Thomas Pearson, 1791; First
Edition. Octavo, xvi, 152 pages; G+; Disbound pamphlet;
Some light creasing to pages along disbound edge, and light
wear to fore-edge of title page; Light age-toning overall.
WC212
$100

Essays on the Following Interesting Subjects: viz.
Government, Revolutions,...
Young, John; Glasgow: David Niven, 1794; Fourth Edition.
Octavo, [2], 160 pages; G; Disbound; Front and back pages
have significant foxing and light chipping to edges, and
moderate wear along disbound edge; Textblock has light agetoning to edges and minor foxing throughout interiorly.
WC213
$100

Vain Boastings of Frenchmen. The Same in 1386 as in
1798. Being an Account of the Threatened Invasion of
England by the French the 10th Year of King Richard II.
Extracted from Ancient Chronicles.
[Ord, Craven] [Compiler]; [Grafton, Richard]; London : J.
Pridden, C. Dilly, F. and C. Rivington, T. Egerton, G. Leigh and
J. Sotheby, R. Faulder, R. Bickerstaff, 1798; Presumed First
Edition. Octavo, 15 pages; VG-; Side-sewn pamphlet; Light
foxing and age-toning overall, with some light tearing/wear to
untrimmed edges; Early ink emendations to front page,
indicating historians quoted in pamphlet (Hollingshed,
Froissart, Grafton, etc).
WC214
$800
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The Mysteries of Neutralization; or, the British Navy
Vindicated from the Charges of Injustice and
Oppression Towards Neutral Flags
Brown, John; London : Self-Published, 1806; First Edition.
Octavo, iv, 156 pages; G+; Pamphlet in modern marbled wraps;
Wraps show light plus wear overall with moderate toning to
spine; Textblock has light plus age-toning and light wear to
edges, moderate foxing to pages throughout interiorly, a chip to
the top corner of the title page, and creasing to the bottom
corners of the first six pages; Sabin 8513.
WC215
$350

Trial of Messrs. Lambert & Perry. To Which Also is
Added, the Trial of William Cobbet, for Libelling His
Present Majesty, George III.
[N.a.]; New York: D.C. & P. Burkloe, 1810; First American
Edition. Octavo, 64 pages; Disbound pamphlet; Moderate agetoning overall, creasing along disbound edge, some light creasing
to bottom corner of front page, and binding split at page 33 (all
pages intact).
WC217
$650

Paper Against Gold
Cobbett, William; [London] : [N.p.], [1817]; Second Edition.
Octavo, [4], 470 numbered columns; G; Contemporary boards,
rebacked with paper spine; Title handwritten in ink on spine
(in early 19th century hand); Boards show moderate wear and
bumping to corners, moderate wear and chipping to head and
tail of spine, light soiling overall, and cracking to paper along
joints; Front board is loose from (but still attached to) binding;
Textblock has moderate age-toning to edges, light age-toning
and foxing interiorly; and the bookplate of the Sondley
Reference Library on the front pastedown.
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Cobbett's Tour in Scotland; and in the Four Northern Counties of England:
In the Autumn of the Year 1832
Cobbett, William; London : [N.p.], 1833; First Edition. Octavo, [2], 264 pages; G+;
Publisher's quarter cloth, rebacked; Roundback spine with original paper spine label
preserved; Boards show moderate plus wear to edges and corners, some chipping to
fore-edge of front cover, and moderate wear to spine label; Textblock has moderate
age-toning to untrimmed edge, ffep professionally repaired, and former owner's
signature on title page ("F. J. Brown / xxiv Dec. 1819").
WC219
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Rules for the Pottery Central Savings Bank
[N.a.]; Hanley: T. Allbut, 1828. 18mo., 13 pages, [1] table; Disbound pamphlet; Main
body of text appears to be complete at 13 pages followed by one table, but possible that
additional tables may be lacking; Several small tears to all pages near binding, none
impacting text; Lightly age-toned with several small stains; Ink annotation to first page
of text.
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